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Abstract: Processes in a concurrent system need to coordinate using anunderlying shared memory or a message-
passing system in order to solve agreement tasks such as, forexample, consensus or set agreement. However, coor-
dination is often needed to break the symmetry of processes that are initially in the same state, for example, to get
exclusive access to a shared resource, to get distinct names, or to elect a leader.

This paper introduces and studies the family of generalizedsymmetry breaking (GSB) tasks, that includes election,
renaming and many other symmetry breaking tasks. Differently from agreement tasks, a GSB task is inputless, in the
sense that processes do not propose values; the task only specifies the symmetry breaking requirement, independently
of the system initial state (where processes differ only on their identifiers). Among various results characterizing the
family of GSB tasks, it is shown that perfect renaming is universal for all GSB tasks.

The paper then studies the power of renaming with respect tok-set agreement. It shows that, in a system ofn
processes, perfect renaming is strictly stronger than(n−1)-set agreement, but not stronger than(n−2)-set agreement.
Furthermore,(n+1) renaming cannot solve even(n− 1)-set agreement. As a consequence, there are cases where set
agreement and renaming are incomparable when looking at their power to implement each other.

Finally, the paper shows that there is a large family of GSB tasks that are more powerful than(n−1)-set agreement.
Some of these tasks are equivalent ton-renaming, while others lie strictly betweenn-renaming and(n+1)-renaming.
Moreover, none of these GSB tasks can solve(n− 2)-set agreement. Hence, the GSB tasks have a rich structure and
are interesting in their own. The proofs of these results arebased on combinatorial topology techniques and new ideas
about different notions of non-determinism that can be associated with shared objects. Interestingly, this paper sheds
a new light on the relations linking set agreement and symmetry breaking.

Key-words: Agreement, Asynchronous read/write model, Coordination,Concurrent object, Crash failure, Decision
task, Distributed computability, Non-determinism, Problem hierarchy, Renaming, Set agreement, Symmetry breaking,
Wait-freedom.
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1 Introduction
1 Processes of a distributed system coordinate through a communication medium (shared memory or message-passing
subsystem) to solve problems. If no coordination is ever needed in the computation, we then have a set of centralized,
independent programs rather than a global distributed computation. Agreement coordination is one of the main issues
of distributed computing. As an example,consensus[30] is a very strong form of agreement where processes have to
agree on the input of some process. It is a fundamental problem, and the cornerstone when one has to implement a
replicated state machine (e.g.,[26, 48, 53]).

We are interested here in coordination problems modeled astasks[44, 52]. A task is defined by an input/output
relation∆, where processes start with private input values forming aninput vectorI and, after communication, indi-
vidually decide on output values forming anoutput vectorO, such thatO ∈ ∆(I). Several specific agreement tasks
have been studied in detail, such as consensus andset agreement[24]. Indeed, the importance of agreement is such
that it has been studied deeply, from a more general perspective, defining families of agreement tasks, such asloop
agreement[43], approximate agreement[28] andconvergence[42].

Motivation While the theory of agreement tasks is pretty well developede.g. [40], the same substantial research
effort has not yet been devoted to understanding coordination problems where “break symmetry” among the processes
that are initially in a similar state is needed. Only specificforms of symmetry breaking have been studied, most
notablymutual exclusion[27] andrenaming[7]. It is easy to come up with more natural situations related to symmetry
breaking. As a simple example, considern persons (processes) such that each one is required to participate in exactly
one ofm distinct committees (process groups). Each committee has predefined lower and upper bounds on the number
of its members. The goal is to design a distributed algorithmthat allows these persons to choose their committees in
spite of asynchrony and failures.

Similarly, some attention has been devoted in the past to understanding the relative power of agreement and sym-
metry breaking tasks, but very little is known. There are only two results [31, 36] that measure the relative power of
renaming and set agreement; even more, these result focus invery specific instances of these families of tasks. In-
deed, [36] is the first that compares the computability powerof renaming and set agreement: it shows that(n− 1)-set
agreement (ink-set agreement, processes agree on at mostk input values) is strictly stronger than(2n− 2)-renaming,
namely,(n − 1)-set agreement solves(2n− 2)-renaming but not vice versa. Then, [31] showed thatk-set agreement
solves(n+k− 1)-renaming. Certainly, [31] considers the adaptive versionof (n+k− 1)-renaming, however, clearly
the result has implications for the non-adaptive version.

The aim of this paper is to develop the understanding of symmetry breaking tasks and their relation with agreement
tasks, motivated by [36].

Generalized symmetry breaking tasks In this paper we introducegeneralized symmetry breaking(GSB), a family
of tasks that includes election, renaming,weak symmetry breaking[36, 44]2, and many other symmetry breaking tasks.
A GSB task forn processes is defined by a set of possible output values, and for each valuev, a lower bound and an
upper bound (resp.,ℓv anduv) on the number of processes that have to decide this value. When these bounds vary
from value to value, we say it is anasymmetricGSB task. For example, we can define theelectionasymmetric GSB
task by requiring that exactly one process outputs1 and exactlyn − 1 processes output2 (in this form of election,
processes are not required to know which process is the leader).

In the symmetriccase, we use the notation〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB to denote the task onn processes, form possible
output values, where each value has to be decided at leastℓ and at mostu times. In them-renaming task, the processes
have to decide new distinct names in the set[1..m]. Thus,m-renaming is nothing else than the〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB task.
In thek-weak symmetry breaking taska process has to decide one of two possible values, and each value is decided by
at leastk and at most(n− k) processes. This is the〈n, 2, k, n− k〉-GSB task. Let us notice that1-WSB is the weak
symmetry breaking task.

1Preliminary versions of the results presented in this report appeared in the proceedings of the 18th International Colloquium on Structural Infor-
mation and Communication Complexity (SIROCCO 2011) [45], the proceedings of the 10th Latin American Theoretical INformatics Symposium
(LATIN 2012) [23], and the proceedings of the 27th IEEE International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing(IPDPS’13) [22].

2This task is calledreduced renamingin [44].
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Symmetry breaking tasks seem more difficult to study than agreement tasks, because in a symmetry breaking task
we need to find a solution given an initial situation that looks essentially the same to all processes. For example, lower
bound proofs (and algorithms) for renaming are substantially more complex than for set agreement (e.g., [18, 44]).
At the same time, if processes are completely identical, it has been known for a long time that symmetry breaking is
impossible [6] (even in failure-free models). Thus, as in previous papers, we assume that processes can be identified by
initial names, which are taken from some large space of possible identities (but otherwise they are initially identical).
In an algorithm that solves a GSB task, the outputs of the processes can depend only on their initial identities and on
the interleaving of the execution.

The symmetry of the initial state of a system fundamentally differentiates GSB tasks from agreement tasks.
Namely, the specification of a symmetry breaking task is given simply by a set of legal output vectors denotedO
that the processes can produce: in any execution, any of these output vectors can be produced for any input vectorI
(we stress that an input vector only defines the identities ofthe processes), i.e.,∀I we have∆(I) = O. For example,
for the election GSB task,O consists of all binary output vectors with exactly one entryequal to1 andn− 1 equal to
2. In contrast, an agreement task typically needs to relate inputs and outputs, where processes should agree not only
on closely related values, but in addition the values agreedupon have to be somehow related to the input values given
to the processes.

Contributions In this paper we study the GSB family of tasks in the standard asynchronous wait-free read/write
crash prone model of computation. Our main contributions are:

• The introduction of the GSB tasks, and a formal setting to study them. It is shown that several tasks that were
previously considered separately actually belong to the same family and can consequently be compared and
analyzed within a single conceptual framework. It is shown that properties that were known for specific GSB
tasks actually hold for all of them. Moreover, new GSB tasks are introduced that are interesting in themselves,
notably thek-slot GSB task, theelectionGSB task and thek-weak symmetry breakingtask. The combinatorial
properties of the GSB family of tasks are characterized, identifying when two GSB tasks are actually the same
task, giving a unique representation for each one.

• The identification of four non-deterministic properties ofconcurrent shared objects. These properties are in
some sense necessary to have a “fair” measure of the relativepower between agreement and symmetry breaking
tasks. As we shall see, with the usual assumption that an object solving a task is a “black-box” that may produce
any valid output value in every invocation, the power of GSB tasks is too low to solve any read/write unsolvable
agreement task. One of these notions was implicitly used in [36] to compare(n−1)-set agreement and(2n−2)-
renaming. Here we formally define these notions, study theirproperties and show that they induce a solvability
hierarchy.

• Perfect renaming (i.e. when then processes have to rename in the set[1..n]) is a universal GSB task. This
means that any GSB task can be solved given a solution to perfect renaming. Moreover, perfect renaming is
strictly stronger than(n− 1)-set agreement. Namely, perfect renaming can solve(n− 1)-set agreement but not
vice versa. This result is complemented by showing that perfect renaming cannot solve(n− 2)-set agreement.
Therefore, the most any GSB task can do is(n− 1)-set agreement, since perfect renaming is universal in GSB.

• A large subfamily of GSB tasks is identified, such that each task in the family is strictly stronger than(n−1)-set
agreement. The internal structure of these family is interesting in its own: it has a subfamily of tasks that lie
between perfect renaming and(n + 1)-renaming. Namely, each of these tasks is strictly weaker than perfect
renaming but strictly stronger than(n+1)-renaming. Therefore, GSB is a “dense” family whose computability
power cannot be captured by the renaming subfamily of tasks.

• It is shown thatk-set agreement cannot solve(n + k − 2)-renaming, wheneverk is power of a prime number.
This result complements [31], where it is shown thatk-set agreement solves(n+ k − 1)-renaming.

Most of our proofs heavily exploit the non-determinism properties of objects. We see this as a by-product of
identifying and formalizing these properties. We believe that understanding them more in the future will lead to more
and better possibility and impossibility results. In some of our proofs we combine these operational arguments with
combinatorial topology techniques from [19].
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Related Work After Dijkstra, who mentioned “symmetry” in his pioneeringwork on mutual exclusion in 1965 [27],
the first paper (to our knowledge) to study symmetry in sharedmemory systems is [14]. It considers two forms of
symmetry, and shows that mutual exclusion is solvable only when the weaker form of symmetry is considered. In [55]
we encounter for the first time the idea that, although processes have identifiers, there are many more identifiers than
processes. This implies comparison-based algorithms (where the only way to use identities is to compare them). The
paper studies the register complexity of solving mutual exclusion and leader election. In contrast, several anonymous
models where processes have no identifiers (but where they dohave inputs, the opposite of our GSB tasks) have been
considered, e.g. [9, 46]. In these models processes do not fail, and yet leader election is not solvable. These papers
concentrate then in studying computability and complexityof agreement tasks. In [9] a general form of agreement task
function is defined, in which processes have private inputs and processes have to agree on the same output, uniquely
defined for each input. A full characterization of the functions that can be computed in this model is presented.

A study comparing the cost of breaking symmetry vs agreementappeared in [29], but again with no failures. It
compares the bit complexity cost of agreement vs breaking symmetry in message passing models.

The renaming problem considered in this paper is different from theadaptive renamingversion, where the size of
the output name space depends on the actual number of processes that participate in a given execution, and not on the
total number of processes of the system,n. The consensus number of perfect adaptive renaming is knownto be2 [21].
In a system withn processes, wherep denotes the number of participating processes, adaptive(2p−⌈ p

n−1⌉)-renaming
is equivalent to(n − 1)-set agreement [38, 51]. In [39] it is shown that, when at mostt processes can crash,k-set
agreement can be solved from adaptive(p+ k − 1)-renaming withk = t.

The weak symmetry breaking task was used in [44] to prove a lower bound on renaming. The task requires
processes to decide on a binary value, with the restriction that not all processes in the system decide the same value.
Thus, weak symmetry breaking is a GSB task, and its adaptive version,strong symmetry breakingis not. The strong
symmetry breaking task extends a similar restriction to executions where only a subset of processes participate: in
every execution in which less thann processes participate, at least one process decides 0. It isknown that strong
symmetry breaking is equivalent to(n−1)-set agreement and strictly stronger than weak symmetry breaking [21, 36].

In [32] a family of 01-tasksgeneralizing weak symmetry breaking is defined. As with weaksymmetry breaking, all
processes should never decide the same binary value. In addition, for executions where not all processes participate, a
01-task specifies a sequence of bits,b1, . . . , bn−1. If only x processes participate, not all should decidebx. In contrast,
a GSB task specifies restrictions in terms only ofn-size vectors (and is not limited to binary values). The computability
power of the01-family is between(n− 1)-set agreement and(2n− 2)-renaming.

An important characteristic of GSB tasks is that their specification does not involve the number of participating
processes. This is related to the “output-independence” feature mentioned above, which is not the case with agreement
tasks, such ask-test-and-set,k-set agreement, andk-leader election, that are defined in terms of participatingsets and,
consequently, are adaptive. The three are shown to be related in [15]. In k-test-and-setat least one and at mostk
participating processes output1. In k-leader electiona process decides an identifier of a participating process, and at
mostk distinct identifiers are decided.

Papers considering mixed forms of agreement and symmetry breaking are, group renaming [2, 3], committee
decision problem [37] and musical benches [34].

A hierarchy of sub-consensus tasks has been defined in [33] where a taskT belongs to classk if k is the small-
est integer such thatT can be wait-free solved in ann-process asynchronous read/write system enriched withk-set
agreement objects. The structure of the set agreement family of tasks is identified in [25, 41] to be a partial order, and
it was shown thatk-set agreement, even whenk = 2, cannot be used to solve consensus among two processes. Also,
[43] studies the hierarchy ofloop agreementtasks, under a restricted implementation notion, and identifies an infinite
hierarchy, where some loop agreement tasks are incomparable. Set agreement belongs to loop agreement.

Roadmap The paper is made up of 9 sections. Section 2 introduces the basic computation model and defines no-
tions used in the paper. Section 3 introduces the family of generalized symmetry breaking (GSB) tasks, and Section 4
focuses on its combinatorial properties. Then, Section 5 introduces the definition of tasks solving tasks and several
notions of non-determinism. Section 6 is on the solvabilityof GSB tasks. Section 7 investigates the relation link-
ing renaming and set agreement, and, more generally, Section 8 investigates the relation linking GSB tasks and set
agreement. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.
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2 Model of computation

This paper considers the usual asynchronous, wait-free read/write shared memory model where processes can fail
by crashing (see, e.g., [12, 49, 54]). We restate carefully some aspects of this model because we are interested in a
comparison-basedand anindex-independent(calledanonymousin [7]) solvability notion that are not as common.

2.1 Asynchronous read/write wait-free model

Processes and communication modelThe system includesn > 1 asynchronous processes (state machines), de-
notedp1, ..., pn. Up ton − 1 processes can fail by crashing (defined formally below). Theprocesses communicate
by reading and writing atomic single-writer/multi-reader(1WnR) registers. Given an arrayA[1..n] of 1WnR atomic
registers, onlypi can write intoA[i] while any process can read all entries ofA. To simplify the notation in the for-
mal model of this section, we make the following assumptionswithout loss of generality (they affect efficiency but
not computability). The shared memory consists of a single array of 1WnR registersA (although the codes of our
algorithms use more than one register, several registers can be simulated using a single one). Also,pi has access to an
operation READ(j) that atomically gets the value inA[j]. The processpi also has access to a WRITE(val) operation,
such that whenpi invokes it with a parameterval, this value is written toA[i]. It is known that an atomic snapshot
operation can be implemented in the asynchronous wait-freeread/write model [1]. Thus, without loss of generality,
we assume thatpi also has available a SNAPSHOT() operation that atomically gets a snapshot ofA.

In subsequent sections, processes are allowed to cooperatethrough certain shared objects, in addition to registers.
Thus, additionally to READ, WRITE and SNAPSHOT operations, processes communicate by invoking the operations
such objects provide.

Indexes The subscripti (used inpi) is called theindexof pi. Indexes are used for addressing purposes. Namely,
when a processpi writes a value toA, its index is used to deposit the value inA[i]. Also, whenpi readsA, it gets back
a vector ofn values, where thej-th entry of the vector is associated withpj . However, for GSB tasks we assume that
the processes cannot use indexes for computation; we formalize this restriction below.

Configurations, inputs and outputs A configurationof the system consists of the local state of each process and
the contents of every atomic register. Aninitial configuration is a configuration in which all processes are in their
initial states and each register contains an initial value.

Each processpi has two specific local variables denotedinputi andoutputi, respectively. Those are used to solve
decision tasks (see below). In aninitial state of a processpi, its input is supplied ininputi, while its outputi is
initialized to a special default value⊥. Two initial states of a process differ only in their inputs.Each variableoutputi
is a write-once variable. A process can only write to it values different from⊥, and can write such a value at most
once. Hence, as soon asoutputi has been written bypi, its content does not change. A state ofpi with outputi 6= ⊥
is called anoutput state.

Algorithms, steps, runs and schedules A stepis performed by a single process, which executes one of its available
operations, READ, WRITE, SNAPSHOTor an invocation to a shared object, performs some local computation and then
changes its local state. The state machine of a processpi models alocal algorithmAi that determinespi’s next step.
A distributed algorithmis a collectionA of local algorithmsA0, . . . ,An. The initial local state ofpi is the value in
inputi. As already explained, when a processpi reaches an output state, it modifies its localoutputi component.

A run r is an infinite alternating sequence of configurations and steps r = C0 s0 C1 . . ., whereC0 is an initial
configuration andCk+1 is the configuration obtained by applying stepsk to configurationCk.

Theparticipatingprocesses in a run are processes that take at least one step inthat run. Those that take a finite
number of steps arefaulty (sometimes calledcrashed), the others arecorrect (or non-faulty). That is, the correct
processes of a run are those that take an infinite number of steps. Moreover, a non-participating process is a faulty
process. A participating process can be correct or faulty.

A scheduleis the sequence of steps of a run, without the values read or written; i.e, it only contains the order in
which processes took a step and what each operation was. Aviewof processpi in run r is the sequence of its local
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states inC0 C1 . . . Two runs areindistinguishableto a set of processes if all processes in this set have the sameview
in both runs.

Identities Each processpi has an identity denotedidi that is kept ininputi. In this paper, we assume identities
are the only possible input values. An identity is an integervalue in [1..N ], whereN > n (two identities can be
compared with<, = and>). We assume that in every initial configuration of the system, the identities are distinct:
i 6= j ⇒ inputi 6= inputj.

Clearly, a process “knows”n, because when it issues a read operation, it gets back a vector of n values. However,
initially it does not know the identity of the other processes. More precisely, every input configuration where identities
are distinct and in[1..N ] is possible. Thus, processes “know” that no two processes have the same identity.

Index-independent algorithms An algorithmA is index-independentif the following holds for every runr and
every permutationπ() of the process indexes. Letrπ be the run obtained fromr by permuting the input values
according toπ() and, for each step, the indexi of the process that executes the step is replaced byπ(i). Thenrπ is a
run ofA.

Thus, the index-independence ensures thatpπ(i) behaves inrπ exactly aspi behaves inr: it decides the same thing
in the same step. Let us observe that, ifoutputi = v in a runr of an index-independent algorithm, thenoutputπ(i) = v
in runrπ. This formalizes the fact that indexes can only be used as an addressing mechanism: the output of a process
does not depend on indexes, it depends only on the inputs (ids) and on the interleaving. That is, all local algorithms
are identical.

For example, if in a runr processpi runs solo withidi = x, there is a permutationπ() such that in runrπ there is
a processpj that runs solo withidj = x. If the algorithm is index-independent,pj should behave inrπ exactly aspi
behaves inr: it decides (writes inoutputj) the same value and this occurs in the very same step.

Comparison-based algorithms Intuitively, an algorithmA is comparison-basedif processes use only comparisons
(<,=, >) on their inputs. More formally, let us consider the orderedinputsi1 < i2 < · · · < in of a runr of A and
any other ordered inputsj1 < j2 < · · · < jn. The algorithmA is comparison-based if the runr′ obtained by replacing
in r eachiℓ by jℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n (in the corresponding process), is a run ofA. Notice that each process decides the
same output in both runs, and at the same step. Moreover, notethat a comparison-based algorithm is not necessarily
index-independent and an index-independent algorithm is not necessarily comparison-based.

2.2 Tasks

Definition A one-shot decision problem is specified by atask, which is a triple〈I,O,△〉, whereI is a set ofn-
dimensional input vectors,O is a set ofn-dimensional output vectors, and△ is a relation that associates with each
I ∈ I at least oneO ∈ O. This definition has the following interpretation:△(I) is the set of output vectors in
executions where, for each processpi, I[i] is the input ofpi. We say task〈I,O,△〉 is boundedif I is finite.

From an operational point of view, a task provides a single operation denotedpropose(v) wherev is the input
parameter (if any) provided by the invoking process. Such aninvocation returns to the invoking process a value whose
meaning depends on the task. Each process can invokepropose(·) at most once.

Solving a task An algorithmA solvesa taskT if the following holds: each processpi starts with an input value
(stored ininputi) and each non-faulty process eventually decides on an output value by writing it to its write-once
registeroutputi. The input vectorI ∈ I is such thatI[i] = inputi and we say “pi proposesI[i]” in the considered
run. Moreover, the decided vectorJ is such that (1)J ∈ ∆(I), and (2) eachpi decidesJ [i] = outputi. More formally,

Definition 1. An algorithmA solvesa task(I,O,∆) if the following conditions hold in every runr with input vector
I ∈ I where at mostn− 1 processes fail:

• Termination. There is a finite prefix ofr denoteddec_prefix (r) in which, for every non-faulty processpi,
outputi 6= ⊥ in the last configuration ofdec_prefix (r).
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• Validity. In every extension ofdec_prefix (r) to a run r′ where every processpj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) is non-faulty
(executes an infinite number of steps), the valuesoj eventually written intooutputj, are such that[o1, . . . , on] ∈
∆(I).

Examples of tasks The most famous task is theconsensusproblem [30]. Each input vectorI defines the values
proposed by the processes. An output vector is a vector whoseentries all contain the same value.∆ is such that∆(I)
contains all vectors whose single value is a value ofI. Thek-set agreementtask relaxes consensus allowing up tok
different values to be decided [24]. Other examples of tasksarerenaming[7], weak symmetry breaking(e.g. [44]),
committee decision[37], andk-simultaneous consensus[4].

The tasks considered in this paper As already mentioned, this paper only considers tasks whereI consists of all
the vectors with distinct entries in the set of integers[1..N ]. That is, the inputs are the identities. Thus our tasks are
bounded.

3 The family of generalized symmetry breaking (GSB) tasks

After defining the family of generalized symmetry breaking (GSB) tasks and proving some of basic properties, we
present some instances of GSB tasks that are particularly interesting.

3.1 Definition and basic properties

Informally, a generalized symmetry breaking(GSB) task forn processes,〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB,~ℓ = [ℓ1, . . . , ℓm], ~u =
[u1, . . . , um], is defined by the following requirements.

• Termination. Each correct process decides a value.

• Validity. A decided value belongs to[1..m].

• Asymmetric agreement. Each valuev ∈ [1..m] is decided by at leastℓv and at mostuv processes.

Let us emphasize that the parametersn, m, ~ℓ and~u of a GSB task are statically defined. This means that the GSB
tasks are non-adaptive.

When all lower boundsℓv are equal to some valueℓ, and all upper boundsuv are equal to some valueu, the task
is asymmetricGSB, and is denoted〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB, with the corresponding requirement replaced by

• Symmetric agreement. Each valuev ∈ [1..m] is decided by at leastℓ and at mostu processes.

To define a task formally, letIN be the set of all then-dimensional vectors with distinct entries in1, . . . , N .
Moreover, given a vectorV , let#x(V ) denote the number of entries inV that are equal tox.

Definition 2 (GSB Task). For m, ~ℓ and~u, the〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB task is the task(IN ,O,∆), whereO consists of all
vectorsO such that∀ v ∈ [1..m] : ℓv ≤ #v(O) ≤ uv, and for eachI ∈ IN , ∆(I) = O.

Note that a symmetric GSB task can have an asymmetric representation, for example,〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB and
〈n, n, [0, 1, . . . , 1], [n, 1, . . . , 1]〉-GSB denote the same GSB task, i.e., they are synonyms, they have the same sets
of input and output vectors and the same relation (more on this in the next section). The following is a formal def-
inition of a symmetric GSB task. Note that, by definition of GSB, for every GSB task〈I,O,△〉, for everyI ∈ I,
△(I) = O.

Definition 3 (Symmetric and Asymmetric GSB Tasks). Let 〈I,O,△〉 be a GSB task onm decision values. We say
〈I,O,△〉 is symmetricif and only if for everyO ∈ O and every permutationπ of [1, . . . ,m], the permuted vector
[π(O[1]), . . . , π(O[n])] ∈ O; otherwise〈I,O,△〉 is asymmetric.

We say that the GSB task isfeasibleif O is not empty. The following lemma is easy to prove.
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Lemma 1. A GSB task is feasible if and only if
∑m

v=1 ℓv ≤ n ≤
∑m

v=1 uv.

For the case of symmetric GSB tasks, the previous lemma can bere-stated as follows.

Lemma 2. If ∀ v ∈ [1..m] : ℓv = ℓ and ∀ v ∈ [1..m] : uv = u, then the GSB task is feasible if and only if
m× ℓ ≤ n ≤ m× u.

We fix for this paperN = 2n− 1. Thus, all the GSB tasks considered have the same set of inputvectors,I2n−1,
denoted henceforth simply asI. The following lemma says that considering a set of identities of size larger than2n−1
is useless. A similar result is known for renaming (e.g., [17]).

Theorem 1. Consider two〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB tasks,(IN ,O,∆), N ≥ 2n− 1, and(I,O,∆) (whose only difference is
in the set of input vectors). Then(IN ,O,∆) is wait-free solvable if and only if(I,O,∆) is wait-free solvable.

Proof. If (IN ,O,∆) is wait-free solvable so is(I,O,∆), becauseI is a subset ofIN .
Assume that there is a wait-free algorithmA that solves(I,O,∆). To solve(IN ,O,∆), processes get new

intermediate identities using any index-independent(2n− 1)-renaming algorithm, such as the one in [12], running it
with their initial identities fromIN . The intermediate identities obtained belong toI2n−1 = I. The processes run
A using these identities, to solve(I,O,∆). The outputs produced by this algorithm belong toO, and a solution to
(IN ,O,∆) is obtained. ✷Lemma 1

Recall that an algorithm is comparison-based if processes only use comparison operations on their inputs. The
following lemma generalizes another known (e.g., [17, 21])property about renaming and weak symmetry breaking.
It states that we can assume without loss of generality that aGSB algorithm is comparison-based. This is useful for
proving impossibility results (e.g., [10, 18]).

Theorem 2. Consider an〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB task,T = (I,O,∆). There exists a wait-free algorithm forT if and only
if there exist a comparison-based wait-free algorithm forT .

Proof. Assume there is a wait-free algorithmA for T . To get a comparison-based wait-free algorithm forT , processes
first obtain new, temporary identities invoking any comparison-based(2n− 1)-renaming algorithm (such as the ones
described in [12, 54]), running it with their initial identities fromI. The intermediate identities obtained belong again
to I2n−1 = I. But now the processes use these identities to runA, and solveT , and the resulting algorithm is
comparison-based. This construction is from Eli Gafni. Theother direction holds trivially. ✷Lemma 2

3.2 Instances of generalized symmetry breaking tasks

Election We can define theelectionasymmetric GSB task, by requiring that exactly one process outputs1 and
exactlyn− 1 processes output2, namely,〈n, 2, [1, n− 1], [1, n− 1]〉-GSB.

The election GSB task looks similar to the Test&Set task where there are two values, 1 and 2, such that 1 is decided
by one and only one process while 2 is decided by the other processes. The difference is that Test&Set is adaptive,
meaning that in every execution (independently of the number participating processes) one process decides 1, while in
the election GSB task this is guaranteed only when all processes decide.

k-Weak symmetry breaking with k ≤ n/2 (k-WSB) This is the〈n, 2, k, n − k〉-GSB task which has a pretty
simple formulation. A process has to decide one of two possible values, and each value is decided by at leastk and at
most(n− k) processes. Let us notice that1-WSB is the well-known weak symmetry breaking (WSB) task.

m-Renaming In them-renaming task the processes have to decide new distinct names in the set[1..m]. It is easy to
see thatm-renaming is nothing else than the〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB task.3

3If m depends on the number of participating processes, the problem is calledadaptivem-renaming task which is not a GSB task.
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Perfect renaming Theperfect renamingtask is the renaming task instance whose sizem of the new name space is
“optimal” in the sense that there is no solution withm′ < m whatever the system model. This means4 thatm = n. It
is easy to see that this is the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task.

k-Slot This is a new task, defined as follows. Each process has to decide a value in[1..k] and each value has to be
decided at least once. This is the〈n, k, 1, n〉-GSB task, or its synonym, the〈n, k, 1, n− k + 1〉-GSB task. As we can
see the 1-WSB task (classical weak symmetry breaking) is nothing else than the2-slot task.

Section 6 will study the difficulty of solving GSB tasks, their relative power among themselves, and the difficulty of
each one of the previous GSB tasks. As we shall see, some GSB tasks are solved trivially (i.e., with no communication
at all). As an example, this is the case ofm-renaming,m = 2n−1, namely the〈n, 2n−1, 0, 1〉-GSB task (as processes
have identities between1 and2n− 1, a process can directly decide its own identity). In contrast, some GSB tasks are
not wait-free solvable, such as perfect renaming. We shall see that perfect renaming is universal among GSB tasks.

4 Combinatorial properties of GSB tasks

This section studies the combinatorial structure of symmetric GSB tasks, to analyze the following two issues: syn-
onyms and containment of output vectors. This analysis is not distributed. Distributed complexity and computability
issues are addressed in Sections 5-8.

Notice thatG1 = 〈n,m, ~ℓ1, ~u1〉-GSB andG2 = 〈n,m, ~ℓ2, ~u2〉-GSB may actually be the same taskT (i.e., both
have the same set of output vectors). In this case we writeG1 ≡ G2, and say thatG1 andG2 aresynonyms. For
example,〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB,〈n, 2, 0, n− 1〉-GSB, and〈n, 2, 1, n〉-GSB are synonyms.

Also, if the setS(T1) of the outputs vectors of a GSB taskT1 is contained in the setS(T2) of the outputs vectors
of a GSB taskT2, then clearlyT2 cannot be more difficult to solve thanT1. AsS(T1) ⊂ S(T2), any algorithm solving
T1 also solvesT2. In this case, we writeT1 ⊂ T2.

4.1 Counting vectors and kernel vectors associated with a task

Let T be an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task defined by the set of output vectorsS(T ). We associate withT a set of vectors
(calledcounting vectorsandkernel vectors) defined as follows.

Definition 4. Let O ∈ S(T ). The counting vectorV associated withO is them-dimensional vector such that
∀ v ∈ [1..m]: V [v] = #v(O). LetC(T ) be the set of counting vectors associated withT .

It follows from the fact that we consider symmetric agreement, that the counting vectors containing the very same
values (e.g.,[a, b, c], [b, c, a] and [c, a, b] when consideringm = 3) can be represented by a single counting vector
K[1..m], namely, the single vector in which each entry is greater or equal to the next one (e.g., the counting vector
[b, c, a] if b ≥ c ≥ a). Such a vector represents all the output vectors ofS(T ) in which the most frequent value appears
K[1] times, the second most frequent value appearsK[2] times, etc.

Definition 5. Let us partitionC(T ) into setsX of counting vectors such that each setX contains all the counting
vectors that are permutations of each other.

• Thekernel vectorof X is its counting vectorK such thatK[1] ≥ K[2] ≥ · · · ≥ K[m].

• Thekernel setof T is the set of all its kernel vectors.

• Thebalanced kernel vectorof T is its kernel vector such that[ n
m
, · · · , n

m
] if n is a multiple ofm, andK =

[⌈ n
m
⌉, · · · , ⌊ n

m
⌋] (with the firstn mod m entries equal to⌈ n

m
⌉) if n is not a multiple ofm.

The next lemma follows directly from the definition ofkernel vectorandkernel set.

4The new name space is[1..p] for perfect adaptive renaming (wherep is the number of participating processes).
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Lemma 3. Given a taskT , its kernel set is totally ordered by the (usual) lexicographical ordering.

Summarizing,

• The set of〈n,−,−,−〉 GSB tasks is partially ordered (according to the inclusion relation on kernel sets defining
tasks),

• If T 1 ⊂ T 2, any vector (solution) ofT 1 is a vector (solution) ofT 2 from which we conclude that any algorithm
that solvesT 1 also solvesT 2.

Examples All the 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB tasks that are feasible withn = 6, m = 3 andu ≤ n = 6 are described in
Table 1. Hence, the6 processes can decide up to3 different values. The kernel vectors of each of these tasks is
indicated, and these kernel vectors are listed according totheir lexicographical order, from left to right.

As an example, the kernel vector[4, 2, 0] represents all the output vectors in which the most frequentvalue (that
is 1, 2 or 3) appears4 times, the second most frequent value appears twice and the third possible value does not
appear. As another example, the kernel set of the〈6, 3, 0, 4〉-GSB task is made up of five kernel vectors, namely,
{[4, 2, 0], [4, 1, 1], [3, 3, 0], [3, 2, 1], [2, 2, 2]}. Let us finally observe that the balanced kernel vector[2, 2, 2] belongs
to all tasks. Moreover, the GSB tasks〈6, 3, 2, 5〉, 〈6, 3, 2, 4〉, 〈6, 3, 2, 3〉, 〈6, 3, 0, 2〉, 〈6, 3, 1, 2〉 and 〈6, 3, 2, 2〉 are
synonyms. The GSB tasks〈6, 3, 1, 6〉, 〈6, 3, 1, 5〉 and〈6, 3, 1, 4〉 are also synonyms. Differently, while some tasks
are “included” in other tasks (e.g., the kernel vectors associated with any task are included in the kernel set of the
〈6, 3, 0, 6〉-GSB task, there are tasks that are not included one in the other (e.g., the〈6, 3, 1, 4〉-GSB and〈6, 3, 0, 3〉-
GSB tasks).

kernel vector→ canonical [6, 0, 0] [5, 1, 0] [4, 2, 0] [4, 1, 1] [3, 3, 0] [3, 2, 1] [2, 2, 2]
task↓ 4-tuple

〈6, 3, 0, 6〉 yes x x x x x x x
〈6, 3, 1, 6〉 x x x
〈6, 3, 0, 5〉 yes x x x x x x
〈6, 3, 1, 5〉 x x x
〈6, 3, 2, 5〉 x
〈6, 3, 0, 4〉 yes x x x x x
〈6, 3, 1, 4〉 yes x x x
〈6, 3, 2, 4〉 x
〈6, 3, 0, 3〉 yes x x x
〈6, 3, 1, 3〉 yes x x
〈6, 3, 2, 3〉 x
〈6, 3, 0, 2〉 x
〈6, 3, 1, 2〉 x
〈6, 3, 2, 2〉 yes x

Table 1: Kernels of〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB tasks (withn = 6 andm = 3)

Remark It is important to notice that, while a set of kernel vectors can be associated with a task, not all sets of kernel
vectors define a task. As an example, a simple look at Table 1 shows that the set of kernel vectors{[5, 1, 0], [4, 2, 0]}
does not define a task.

4.2 The classes ofℓ-anchored,u-anchored and(ℓ, u)-anchored tasks

This section presents subclasses of GSB tasks that provide us with a better insight into their family structure. More
precisely, when we look at the tasks described in Table 1, we see that several GSB tasks are actually synonyms. Hence,
it is important to have a single representative for all the GSB tasks that define the same task. This is captured by the
notions ofℓ-anchored andu-anchored tasks.
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Definition 6 (Anchoring). LetG be an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task,G′ be the〈n,m, ℓ,min(n, u+1)〉-GSB task andG′′ be
the〈n,m,max(0, ℓ− 1), u〉-GSB task.G is ℓ-anchoredif G andG′ are synonyms.G is u-anchoredif G andG′′ are
synonyms.G is (ℓ, u)-anchoredif it is bothℓ-anchored andu-anchored.

Hence, ifG is ℓ-anchored, increasing the upper boundu does not modify the task and, ifG isu-anchored, decreas-
ing the lower boundℓ does not modify the task. Finally, (as we will see) an(ℓ, u)-anchored〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task is
the hardest of the family of〈n,m,−,−〉 GSB tasks.

As an example let us consider the family of〈20, 4,−,−〉-GSB tasks. The reader can easily check that〈20, 4, 4, 8〉
is anℓ-anchored task,〈20, 4, 2, 6〉 is a u-anchored task,〈20, 4, 5, 5〉 is an(ℓ, u)-anchored task while〈20, 4, 4, 6〉 is
neither anℓ nor au-anchored task.

It is easy to see that all〈n,m, ℓ, n〉 (resp.,〈n,m, 0, u〉) GSB tasks areℓ-anchored (resp.,u-anchored). These tasks
are said to betrivially anchored.

Canonical representative of a GSB task Given an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSBℓ-anchored task, itscanonical representative
is the〈n,m, ℓ, u′〉-GSB task such that the〈n,m, ℓ, u′ − 1〉-GSB task is notℓ-anchored. A similar definition applies
for anu-anchored task. A task that is neither onlyℓ-anchored nor onlyu-anchored, or that is(ℓ, u)-anchored, is its
own representative.

As an example, let us look at Table 1. The〈6, 3, 2, 2〉-GSB task, that is an(ℓ, u)-anchored task, is the representative
for the six tasks associated with the single kernel vector[2, 2, 2]. The〈6, 3, 1, 4〉-GSB task, that isℓ-anchored, is the
representative for three tasks associated with the kernel set {[4, 1, 1], [3, 2, 1], [2, 2, 2]}. Finally, the〈6, 3, 1, 3〉-GSB
task, that is not anchored, is its own representative: it is the only task associated with the kernel set{[3, 2, 1], [2, 2, 2]}.

When considering Table 1 there are 7 canonical representative tasks. These canonical tasks are represented in
Figure 1 where “A → B” means “A strictly includesB”. Let us notice that the representative〈6, 3, 1, 3〉-GSB task is
not anchored.

these three tasks are triviallyu-anchored

ℓ-anchored

trivially u-anchored

〈6, 3, 1, 4〉

〈6, 3, 0, 3〉

〈6, 3, 1, 3〉〈6, 3, 0, 4〉〈6, 3, 0, 6〉 〈6, 3, 0, 5〉 〈6, 3, 2, 2〉

(ℓ, u)-anchored

Figure 1: Canonical〈n,m,−,−〉 GSB tasks are partially ordered

4.3 A characterization ofℓ-anchored andu-anchored GSB tasks

Let us remember that a task isfeasibleif its set of output vectorsO is not empty.

Theorem 3. LetT be a feasible〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task.T is ℓ-anchored if and only ifu ≥ n− ℓ(m− 1).

Proof. Let us first suppose thatn− ℓ(m− 1) > u ≥ ℓ. Asn− ℓ(m− 1) ≥ u+ 1, there is a vector (withm entries)
whose first entry is equal tou+1 that is a kernel vector of the〈n,m, ℓ, u+1〉 GSB task. But, asu+1 > u, this vector
cannot be a kernel vector of the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 GSB task. It follows that the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 GSB task cannot beℓ-anchored.

Let us now suppose thatu ≥ n − ℓ(m − 1) ≥ ℓ and consider the counting vector[n − ℓ(m − 1), ℓ, . . . , ℓ] (with
m entries). The sum of all its entries isn. Because the occurrence numbern− ℓ(m− 1) is the only value higher than
ℓ, it is the highest value that can appear in a kernel vector of both the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 task and the〈n,m, ℓ, u + 1〉 for all
u ≥ n− ℓ(m− 1). It follows that the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 and〈n,m, ℓ, u+ 1〉 GSB tasks are the same GSB task from which
we conclude that〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 is ℓ-anchored. ✷Theorem 3

Theorem 4. LetT be a feasible〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task.T is u-anchored if and only ifℓ ≤ n− u(m− 1).
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Proof. The reasoning is similar to the one of Theorem 3. ✷Theorem 4

The next corollary follows from the previous theorems.

Corollary 1. Letℓ ≤ n
m

≤ u. The〈n,m, ℓ,max(ℓ, n−ℓ(m−1))〉-GSB task isℓ-anchored, while the〈n,m,max(0, n−
u(m− 1)), u〉-GSB task isu-anchored.

4.4 The structural results

Lemma 4. Let T be any〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task. Letu′ ≥ u andT ′ be the〈n,m, ℓ, u′〉-GSB task. We haveS(T ) ⊆
S(T ′).

Proof. The only difference betweenT andT ′ is the upper bound on the number of processes that can decide the same
value. If at mostu processes decide each value, then necessarily less thanu′ processes decide each value, and thus
each output vector of the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB taskT is also an output vector of the〈n,m, ℓ, u′〉 taskT ′ and consequently
S(T ) ⊆ S(T ′). ✷Lemma 4

Lemma 5. Let T be any〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task. Letℓ′ ≤ ℓ andT ′ be the〈n,m, ℓ′, u〉-GSB task. We haveS(T ) ⊆
S(T ′).

Proof. The reasoning is similar to the one of Lemma 4. ✷Lemma 5

The next theorem characterizes the hardest task of the sub-family of 〈n,m,−,−〉-GSB tasks. Let us remember that
T1 is harder thanT2 if S(T1) ⊂ S(T2).

Theorem 5. The〈n,m, ⌊ n
m
⌋, ⌈ n

m
⌉〉-GSB taskT is the hardest task of the family of feasible〈n,m,−,−〉-GSB tasks.

Proof. As we consider only feasible tasks, we haveℓ ≤ n
m

≤ u. The proof follows then directly from Lemma 4 and
Lemma 5. ✷Theorem 5

Let us observe that, givenn andm, the〈n,m, ⌊ n
m
⌋, ⌈ n

m
⌉〉-GSB task is not necessarily an anchored task. As an

example, the〈10, 4, 2, 3〉-GSB task is neitherℓ-anchored noru-anchored while the〈10, 5, 2, 2〉-GSB task is(ℓ, u)-
anchored.

Theorem 6. LetT be a feasible〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task,T 1 be the〈n,m, ℓ′, u〉-GSB task whereℓ′ = n−u(m−1) and
T 2 be the〈n,m, ℓ, u′〉-GSB task whereu′ = n − ℓ(m − 1). We have the following: (i)(ℓ′ ≥ ℓ) ⇒ S(T 1) ⊆ S(T )
and (ii) (u′ ≤ u) ⇒ S(T 2) ⊆ S(T ).

Proof. We prove the theorem for case(i). (The proof for case(ii) is similar.) Let us first show that the〈n,m, ℓ′, u〉-
GSB task is feasible, i.e.,ℓ′ ≤ n

m
≤ u. Let us first observe that, as the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task is feasible, by assumption

we have n
m

≤ u. Hence we only have to show thatℓ′ ≤ n
m

which is obtained from the following (remember that
m > 1):

n/m ≤ u ⇔ n ≤ u ·m

⇔ n(m− 1) ≤ u ·m(m− 1) ⇔ n ·m− u ·m2 + u ·m ≤ n

⇔ ℓ′ = n− u ·m+ u ≤ n/m.

As ℓ′ = n− u(m− 1) ≤ n
m

≤ u, the sizem vector[u, . . . , u, ℓ′] is a kernel vector of the feasible〈n,m, ℓ′, u〉 GSB
task. Asℓ′ ≥ ℓ, this vector is also a kernel vector of〈n,m, ℓ, u〉 GSB task, which concludes the proof for case(i).

✷Theorem 6

The theorem that follows identifies the canonical representative of any feasible〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task.
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Theorem 7. LetT be a feasible〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task andf() be the functionf(ℓ, u) = (ℓ′, u′)whereℓ′ = max(ℓ, n−
u(m − 1)) andu′ = min(u, n − ℓ(m − 1)). The canonical representative ofT is the〈n,m, ℓfp , ufp〉-GSB taskTfp

where the pair(ℓfp , ufp) is the fixed point off(ℓ, u).

Proof. Let us first observe that, using the same reasoning as in Theorem 6, we haveℓ′ ≤ n
m

≤ u′, from which follows
thatTfp is feasible (Lemma 2). Moreover, due to the definition ofℓ′ andu′, we also have0 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓ′ ≤ n

m
≤ u′ ≤

u ≤ n. We consider four cases.

• Caseℓ ≥ n − u(m − 1) andu ≤ n − ℓ(m − 1). We then have triviallyℓ′ = ℓ andu′ = u, from which we
conclude thatS(T ) andS(Tfp) have the same kernel vectors.

• Caseℓ′ = n − u(m − 1) > ℓ andu′ = u. Let us consider the kernel vector ofT that has as many entries as
possible equal tou = u′. This means that this vector hasm−1 entries equal tou = u′, and its last entry is equal
to n− u′(m− 1), i.e., equal toℓ′. It follows thatS(T ) has no kernel vector with an entry equal toℓ′′ < ℓ′. We
conclude from that observation that the kernel vectors ofT are also kernel vectors ofTfp , i.e.,S(T ) = S(Tfp).

• Caseℓ′ = ℓ andu′ = n − ℓ(m − 1) < u. This case is similar to the previous one. Let us consider thekernel
vector ofT that has as many entries as possible equal toℓ = ℓ′. This means that this vector hasm − 1 entries
equal toℓ = ℓ′, and its last entry is equal ton − ℓ′(m − 1), i.e., equal tou′. It follows thatS(T ) has no
kernel vector with an entry equal tou′′ > u′. Hence, the kernel vectors ofT are also kernel vectors ofTfp , i.e.,
S(T ) = S(Tfp).

• Caseℓ′ = n− u(m− 1) > ℓ andu′ = n− ℓ(m− 1) < u. This case is a simple combination of both previous
cases (one addresses the kernel vectors ofT with the greatest possible entries, and the other addressesthe kernel
vectors ofT with the smallest possible entries).

According to Theorems 3 and 4, neither the〈n,m, ℓ′′, u〉-GSB task withℓ′′ > ℓ′ nor the〈n,m, ℓ, u′′〉-GSB task with
u′′ < u′ are synonyms ofT , which concludes the proof of the Theorem. ✷Theorem 7

5 Tasks solving tasks and non-determinism notions

So far we have defined GSB tasks and studied their internal combinatorial properties. We now focus on solvability is-
sues and compare the computability power of GSB tasks against themselves and against agreement tasks. This section
introduces four notions related to non-determinism which are used to compare the computability power between tasks.
As the objects (instances of algorithms solving tasks) considered here are assumed to solve a task, they areone-shot
objects, i.e., each process invokes the object operation atmost once. Hence in our model we do not allow processes to
locally simulate an object.

5.1 Non-deterministic objects

Let us consider a taskT = 〈I,O,△〉 and letX be an object that solvesT .

1. X is fully-non-deterministic(FND) if for everyI ∈ I and every execution in which processes invokeX with
inputs inI, X may produce anyO ∈ △(I). Thus, FND agrees with the usual assumption that an object solving
a task is a “black-box” that may output any valid output configuration at any time.

2. X is unique-solo-deterministic(USD) if it behaves like an FND object except that there is a unique input value
x ∈ [1, . . . , N ] such thatX is deterministic in all solo-executions (executions in which only one process invokes
X ) where the input isx, whatever the participating process.

3. X is solo-deterministic(SOD) if it behaves like an FND object except thatX is deterministic in all solo-
executions, no matter the participating process and its input.
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4. X is sequential-deterministic(SQD) if it behaves like an SOD object that additionally behaves deterministic in
every non-concurrent invocation by a single process, namely, the output ofX in a non-concurrent invocation
only depends on its internal state (just before the invocation) and the input.

To understand these definitions, consider an objectX that is invoked first byp, thenq andr invoke it concurrently
(afterp’s invocation has finished) and finallys invokesX alone. IfX is FND, then it behaves non-deterministically
in every invocation. IfX is USD, thenX behaves non-deterministically in every invocation exceptp’s invocation,
only if the input is the unique input for whichX is deterministic in solo-executions, otherwiseX also behaves non-
deterministically inp’s invocation. IfX is SOD, then it behaves non-deterministically in every invocation exceptp’s
invocation. And ifX is SQD, it behaves deterministically in the non-concurrentinvocations ofp ands, and it behaves
non-deterministically in the concurrent invocations ofq andr.

5.2 Solvability

Note that an FND object that solves(n, k)-SA is necessarily SOD since there is only one possible output in solo-
executions, by the definition of(n, k)-SA. Also observe that any two FND objects solving the same task have the
same behavior, in the sense that both may produce the same outputs. However, this is not the case for other objects,
SOD objects for example: it is possible that an SOD object outputsy in solo-executions with inputx, and another
SOD object outputsz 6= y in solo-executions with the same inputx. Below we consider algorithms that solve a task
from any SOD (resp. USD or SQD) object.

LetT andT ′ be tasks. For ZZZ∈ {FND, USD, SOD, SQD}, we say thatT ZZZ-solvesT ′, denotedT →ZZZ T ′,
if there is a wait-free algorithmA that solvesT ′ from read/write registers and multiple copies of any ZZZ objectX
that solvesT . It is required thatA solvesT using any ZZZ objectX , however, we do not exclude the possibility
that processes have an input informing some properties about X (for example, the outputs the objects may produce in
solo-executions). The statementT 9ZZZ T ′ means¬(T →ZZZ T ′).

Given two tasksT andT ′, if there is an algorithmA that solvesT ′ from FND objects that solvesT , then we
can obtain an algorithmB that solvesT ′ by replacing every object solvingT in A with a USD object that solvesT .
The resulting algorithmB solvesT ′ because USD objects are indeed FND objects with the propertythat they behave
deterministically in certain solo-executions. Hence the set containing all possible outputs an USD object solvingT
may produce, is a subset of the set containing all possible outputs an FND object solvingT may produce. Thus, if
T →FND T ′ thenT →USD T ′. Similarly, if T →USD T ′, thenT →SOD T ′, and ifT →SOD T ′, thenT →SQD T ′.

Therefore, the four relations induce a solvability hierarchy: for a GSB taskT , let SZZZ be the set containing all
tasks thatT can ZZZ-solve, ZZZ∈ {FND, USD, SOD, SQD}; henceSFND ⊆ SUSD ⊆ SSOD ⊆ SSQD (see Figure
2).

USD SOD SQDFND

Figure 2: A solvability hierarchy

5.3 On the notions of non-determinism

For proving our computability results in subsequent sections, we consider objects with different non-determinism
assumptions, from FND objects to SQD objects. But why do we consider objects holding deterministic properties? Is
this an “artificial" way of boosting the computational powerof GSB tasks? Arguably, no.

First, the results relating set agreement and renaming in [36] consider different assumptions on the non-deterministic
behavior the objects can exhibit. Although it is not explicitly stated, the possibility result that(n−1)-set agreement can
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implement(2n− 2)-renaming, assumes(n− 1)-set agreement objects that are FND. And the impossibility result that,
for oddn, (2n− 2)-renaming cannot solve(n− 1)-renaming, holds for(2n− 2)-renaming objects that are SQD (see
Appendix B for a detailed explanation). The next theorem shows that the SQD assumption in the impossibility result
is reasonable since the computability power of FND objects solving GSB task is null when measured against agree-
ment tasks, or more generally against any read/write unsolvable task without the requirement of index-independent
algorithms.

Theorem 8. Let T be a GSB task andT ′ be any task which is read/write unsolvable without the requirement of
index-independent algorithms. Then,T 9FND T ′.

Proof. Let T = 〈I,O,△〉. Pick anyO ∈ O. Recall that for everyI ∈ I, △(I) = O. Suppose by contradiction that
there is a read/write wait-free algorithmA that solvesT ′ from FND objects solvingT . Let S be the set containing
all possible executions ofA. Consider the algorithmB obtained fromA by replacing each object solvingT with a
local function that always returnsO[i], for every processpi. The fact thatA uses only FND objects implies that every
execution ofB belongs toS. Thus,B must be wait-free and solveT ′, otherwiseA would not be wait-free nor solveT ′.
Note thatB is not index-independent, however this is not a problem because solutions toT ′ do not have to hold that
property. AlgorithmB uses only read/write operations, contradicting thatT ′ is read/write unsolvable. ✷Theorem 8

Second, from our perspective, in the task context and without randomness, it is reasonable to assume the non-
determinism of shared objects is completely and only due to the possible interleavings of computation steps. Therefore,
we believe that the natural way to compare the power of tasks is via SQD objects. For the interested reader, [13]
presents a wide discussion about the concept of non-determinism and its relation with concurrency in distributed
computing.

Another reason to consider SQD objects is the following. Some tasks have the property that any object that
solves one of them is necessarily SQD. This is implied by the very definition of the task. Test&set, for example,
has this property. If a process calls alone a test&set object, then the process must getwinner. In contrast, if two or
more processes concurrently call a test&set object, there is no certainty about which process is going to getwinner.
Moreover, in subsequent invocations, a process must getloser.

As already explained, for us, the natural way to compare the power of tasks is via the SQD-solvability relation,
→SQD . However, our possibility results hold for FND or USD objects, while our impossibility results hold for SOD
or SQD objects.

5.4 Transitivity of FND, USD, SOD and SQD-solvability

FND objects Consider three tasksT1, T2 andT3. Suppose there is an algorithmA that FND-solvesT2 from T1.
SinceT1 objects inA are FND, it follows thatA is indeed an FND object that solvesT2. Now, if there is an algorithm
B that FND-solvesT3 from T2, then we can replace eachT2 object inB with an instance ofA. Therefore, we have
that if T1 →FND T2 andT2 →FND T3, thenT1 →FND T3.

SOD and SQD objects Similarly, if there is an algorithmA that SOD-solvesT2 from T1, thenA is SOD because
in every solo-execution the participating process calls SOD objects (which behave deterministically since all calls are
indeed solo-executions) and accesses read/write registers without concurrency. HenceA behaves deterministically in
solo-executions. Therefore, if there exists an algorithm that SOD-solvesT3 from T2, we can replace eachT2 object
with an instance ofA. We conclude that ifT1 →SOD T2 andT2 →SOD T3, thenT1 →SOD T3. A similar argument
shows the transitivity property of the→SQD relation.

USD objects The case of→USD is a bit more tricky because it is possible that in an algorithm A that USD-solves
T1 from T2, for every inputx, in every solo-execution with inputx, the participating process invokes someT1 objects
with inputs for which the objects behave non-deterministically, and henceA may behave non-deterministically in
every solo-execution. However, Lemma 6 below shows that given an USD object that solves a GSB taskT , using
read/write registers and the USD object, one can construct an SOD object that solvesT . As explained below, this
lemma implies that ifT1 andT2 are GSB tasks, andT1 →USD T2 andT2 →USD T3, thenT1 →USD T3.
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Lemma 6. LetT be anyGSBtask. If there is anUSDobject that solvesT , then there is anSODobject that solvesT .

Proof.
Let A be any read/write wait-free comparison-based algorithm that solves(2n− 1)-renaming, i.e.,〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-
GSB ([21] presents several such algorithms). Consider a processpi and letE be a solo-execution ofA in which pi
participates. From the fact thatA is comparison-based we get that the output value ofpi in E is not a function of
its input value (intuitively, becausepi only uses comparison operations). Thus in every solo-execution, no matter its
input,pi always gets the same output value, sayλ. As pi getsλ in a solo-execution andA is index-independent, we
conclude that in any solo-execution in whichpj participates,j 6= i, whatever its input value,pj getsλ. Let us assume,
w.l.o.g.,λ = 1.

Consider now an USD objectX that solvesT , and letx be the input such that for everypi, X is deterministic in
a solo-execution ofpi with inputx. Let us assume, w.l.o.g.,x = 1. UsingA andX , we implement an SOD object
that solvesT . The idea is to useA as a preprocessing stage in order that in every solo-execution, the participating
process always, invokesX with input 1, whatever the input. Each process first invokesA using its original input.
Then, a process uses as input toX the value it gets fromA and finally outputs the value it receives fromX . Note that
in every solo-execution, the participating process callsX with input1, thus the resulting object is SOD becauseX is
deterministic in solo-executions with input 1. ✷Lemma 6

By Lemma 6, if we have an USD object that solvesT1, we can build an SOD object that solvesT1. And as
explained in the previous section,T1 →USD T2 impliesT1 →SOD T2. Similarly, Lemma 6 andT2 →USD T3 imply
T2 →SOD T3. By transitivity of→SOD , T1 →SOD T3. Finally, consider an algorithmA that SOD-solvesT3 from
T1. Lemma 6 implies that given an USD objectX that solvesT1, it is possible to replace each SOD object inA with
a copy ofX and read/write registers in a way thatA stills solvesT3. Therefore,T1 →USD T3.

6 Solvability of GSB tasks

Recall that for a〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB taskT = (I,O,∆), we have that∆(I) = ∆(I ′) = O, for any two input vectors
I, I ′. Thus, at first sight, it could seem that a trivial solution for T could be to simply pick a predefined output vector
O ∈ O, and always decide it without any communication, whatever the input vector. This is not the case because of
the index-independence requirement. In fact, there are GSBtasks that are not wait-free solvable (withanyamount of
communication).

This section investigates the difficulty of solving GSB tasks. In particular, it considers read/write solvable GSB
tasks, i.e., for which there exists a wait-free algorithm based only on read/write registers.

As we shall see, the universe of GSB tasks includes trivial tasks that can be solved without accessing the shared
memory, and universal tasks, that can be used to solve any other GSB task. In between, there are wait-free solvable
tasks, as well as non-wait-free solvable tasks.

6.1 Hardest GSB tasks: Universality of the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task

When considering the GSB family of tasks, an interesting question is the following: is there a universal GSB task? In
other words, is there a GSB task that allows all other GSB tasks onn processes to be solved? The answer is “yes”.
We show in the following that the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task allows any task of the family to be solved.
Hence, perfect renaming isuniversalfor the family of〈n,−,−,−〉-GSB tasks.

As we will see with Corollary 5, the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task (perfect renaming) is not a wait-free solvable task [7].
We present a novel proof of this impossibility result.

Theorem 9. Any (feasible)〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSBtask can be FND-solved from the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSBtask.

Proof. Let us first observe that the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task has a single kernel vector, namely,[1, . . . , 1]. Given an
algorithm solving that task, letdeci be the output at processpi.

To solve the symmetric〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task, the processes execute an algorithm solving the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB
task, and a processpi considersoutputi = ((deci − 1) mod m) + 1 as its output. The corresponding kernel vector
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for m output values is then[⌈m
n
⌉, . . . , ⌈m

n
⌉, ⌊m

n
⌋, . . . , ⌊m

n
⌋]. By the feasibility assumption, we haveℓ ≤ m

n
≤ u. As

ℓ andu are integers, we haveℓ ≤ ⌊m
n
⌋ ≤ ⌈m

n
⌉ ≤ u. The vector[⌈m

n
⌉, . . . , ⌈m

n
⌉, ⌊m

n
⌋, . . . , ⌊m

n
⌋] is consequently a

kernel vector of the〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task.
To solve the asymmetric〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB task, we first consider the set of output vectorsO. We then order these

vectors in the same, deterministic way, and pick the first one. Let V be this vector of the〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB task. We
use then the same vectorV for all processes. Letdeci be the value obtained by processpi in the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task.
A processpi then considersV [deci] entry as its outputoutputi with respect to the〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB simulated task.
Because the〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task has a single kernel vector[1, . . . , 1], it follows that each entry ofV is chosen by
only a single process. This satisfies the specification of the〈n,m, ~ℓ, ~u〉-GSB task, which concludes the proof of the
theorem. ✷Theorem 9

6.2 Easiest GSB tasks: Solvability of GSB tasks with no communication

This section identifies the easiest of all the GSB tasks, namely those that are solvable with no communication at all.
This is under the assumption that the domain of possible identities is of size2n− 1 (see Theorem 1). It is easy to see
that any feasible GSB task wherem = 1 is solvable without any communication (a single value can bedecided). The
next theorem characterizes the communication-free GSB tasks whenm > 1.

Theorem 10. Consider an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB taskT wherem > 1. Then,T is read/write solvable with no communi-
cation if and only if(ℓ = 0) ∧ (⌈ 2n−1

m
⌉ ≤ u).

Proof. Let us first assumeℓ = 0 andu = ⌈ 2n−1
m

⌉ (increasingu makes the problem even easier). Recall that the
identities of the processes are taken from1..2n − 1. Let us deterministically partition the2n − 1 identities intom
groups,G1, . . . , Gm, so that no group has more than⌈ 2n−1

m
⌉ elements and no group has less than⌊ 2n−1

m
⌋ elements.

Let δ be the deterministic function that maps identities in groupGi to i(the partitioning andδ are known by every
process). To solveT with no communication, each processpi outputsδ(idi) and we have that each valuex ∈ [1..m]
is decided by at most⌈ 2n−1

m
⌉ processes.

For the other direction, let us first consider an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB taskT with m > 1 andu < ⌈ 2n−1
m

⌉. Suppose,
by way of contradiction, that there is an algorithmA that solvesT with no communication. The algorithm implies
a decision functionδ that assigns to each identityx in 1..2n − 1, an output valueδ(x) in 1..m. The valueδ(x) is
the decision produced by a process when it starts with identity x, without any communication. Define groupsGi by
putting in the same group identitiesx, x′ wheneverδ(x) = δ(x′). For any partition of the set of identities, the size
of the biggest group is at least⌈ 2n−1

m
⌉. The task specification requires that for eachi, |Gi| ≤ u < ⌈ 2n−1

m
⌉, which is

impossible.
Let us now consider an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB taskT with m > 1 and ℓ > 0. For any partition of the set of identities,

asm ≥ 2, the size of the smallest group is at most⌊ 2n−1
m

⌋ ≤ n − 1. The task specification requires that, for eachi,
|{pj | δ(idj) = i}| ≥ ℓ ≥ 1. Because there aren − 1 identities not corresponding to any process and the size of the
smallest group obtained from the partitioning is at mostn− 1, it follows that it is possible that no process belongs to
some group, which concludes the proof. ✷Theorem 10

Let us callx-bounded renamingthe〈n, ⌈ 2n−1
x

⌉, 0, x〉-GSB task. This task can easily be solved, namely, process
pi decides the value⌈ idi

x
⌉.

Corollary 2. Thex-bounded renaming〈n, ⌈ 2n−1
x

⌉, 0, x〉-GSBtask is read/write solvable with no communication.

The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 10whenm = 2 andℓ = 1.

Corollary 3. TheWSB 〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSBtask is not read/write solvable without communication.

Whenm = 2n − 1 in Theorem 10, we have the trivial〈n, 2n − 1, 0, 1〉-GSB, which is actually the classical
(non-adaptive)(2n − 1)-renaming problem for which many solutions have been proposed (e.g., [5, 8, 15]; see [21]
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for an introductory survey). In our setting (where according to Theorem 1, we have∀i : idi ∈ [1..2n − 1]), to solve
〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-GSB task each process only has to output its own identity.

Interestingly, as mentioned later, when consideringm = 2n− 2 and the〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB task, things become
much more interesting. This task may or may not be wait-free solvable, depending on the value ofn. The proof of the
following corollary is obtained by replacing(2n− 1) by 2(n− k) in the proof of Theorem 10.

Corollary 4. Thek-WSB 〈n, 2, k, n − k〉-GSB task is FND-solvable without communication from the2(n − k)-
renaming〈n, 2(n− k), 0, 1〉-GSBtask.

6.3 Hierarchy results, GSB tasks of intermediate difficulty

While the renaming〈n, 2n−1, 0, 1〉-GSB task is solvable with no communication, the renaming〈n, 2n−2, 0, 1〉-GSB
task is not wait-free solvable, except whenn is not a prime power [17, 18]. Interestingly, [36] shows that〈n, 2n −
2, 0, 1〉-GSB and the WSB〈n, 2, 1, n − 1〉-GSB task are wait-free FND-equivalent:〈n, 2, 1, n − 1〉-GSB →FND

〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB and〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB→FND 〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB.

Theorem 11. For everym > 1 andu > 0, if n is a prime power, then〈n,m, 1, u〉-GSB is not read/write solvable.

Proof. For anym > 1, the〈n,m, 1, (n−m+1)〉-GSB task solves the WSB〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB task: the processes
decide the output of the〈n,m, 1, n〉-GSB task modulo2. It has been shown in [18] that WSB is not read/write wait-
free solvable whenn is a prime power. The〈n,m, 1, (n − m + 1)〉-GSB task is then not wait-free solvable either.
Moreover, ifm > n, the 〈n,m, 1, (n − m + 1)〉-GSB task is not feasible. Let us then consider the case in which
n ≥ m > 1. It follows from Theorem 3 that,∀m ≤ n, the〈n,m, 1, (n−m+ 1)〉-GSB task is a feasibleℓ-anchored
task. Thus,∀ u ≥ (n −m + 1), the〈n,m, 1, u〉 and〈n,m, 1, (n − m + 1)〉-GSB tasks are synonyms. On another
side, it follows from Lemma 4 that,∀ n,m, ℓ andu′ ≥ u, the 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB taskT and the〈n,m, ℓ, u′〉-GSB
taskT ′ are such thatS(T ) ⊆ S(T ′). Thus if the〈n,m, 1, (n−m + 1)〉-GSB task is not wait-free solvable, then the
〈n,m, 1, u〉-GSB task is not wait-free solvable either for anyu ≥ (n − m + 1), which concludes the proof of the
theorem. ✷Theorem 11

Now, consider the election asymmetric GSB task: one processdecides1, while n − 1 processes decide2. The
output vectors of this task are contained in the output vectors of the WSB〈n, 2, 1, n−1〉-GSB task, and hence, election
trivially solves WSB. Moreover, election is strictly stronger than WSB because election is not wait-free solvable (see
below), while WSB is solvable for (infinitely many) values ofn [18].

Theorem 12. The election〈n, 2, [1, n− 1], [1, n− 1]〉-GSBtask is not read/write solvable.

Proof. Assume for contradiction there is a read/write algorithmA solving election. By Lemma 2 we can assumeA
is comparison based.

Let B any read/write algorithm in which processes decide either 1or 2;B is index-independent and comparison-
based. It is known [19] that, for any input configurationI of the system, the number of executions ofB starting from
I in which then processes of the system decide the same value is given by#M = 1 +

(

n
1

)

k1+, . . . ,+
(

n
n−1

)

kn−1,
for some integersk1, . . . , kn−1. Forb ∈ {1, 2}, the value ofki is completely determined by the number of executions
with participating processesp1, . . . , pi (eachpj starts withI[j]) in which every participating process decidesb (if
we consider the other decision value instead ofb, theki change but the expression still holds). If there are no such
executions, thenki = 0. (The result in [19] is obtained and expressed using combinatorial topology tools, as in
[10, 15, 44, 56]. The operational interpretation we give here is enough for our purposes.)

SinceA solves election, in any execution with participating processesp1, . . . , pi, i ≥ 2, at least one process
decides 2. Hence, fori ≥ 2, there are no executions ofA with participating processesp1, . . . , pi in which all of them
decide1. Consequently, for any input configurationI and settingb = 1, the number of executions ofA in which alln
processes of the system decide1 is given by#M = 1 +

(

n

1

)

k1 = 1 + nk1, for some integerk1. Clearly,#M 6= 0,
which implies that there is at least one execution ofA in which at least two processes decide 1. A contradiction.

✷Theorem 12
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The next corollary follows from the fact that leader election is not read/write solvable and perfect renaming is
universal for the family of GSB tasks. This result has been proved in [7], however our proof based in GSB reductions
is novel.

Corollary 5. The perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSBtask is not read/write solvable.

7 Renaming vs set agreement

In this section we compare the computability power of the renaming family of GSB tasks with the set agreement
family of tasks. The main result of the section is depicted inFigure 3. We first show that the universal GSB task
perfect renaming is strictly stronger than the weakest non-trivial (n, n − 1)-SA. Then we prove that certainly this is
the best perfect renaming can do, since it cannot solve(n, n−2)-SA, at least from SOD objects. We also show that the
renaming〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB cannot solve(n, n− 1)-SA, again from SOD objects. Hence, in the renaming family
of GSB tasks, there is only one member, the strongest one, that is powerful enough to solve a non-trivial set agreement
task, which in turn is the weakest member of the set agreementfamily. In the end of the section we present results that
complement upper and lower bounds in [36, 31].

(n, n− 2)-SA

(n, n− 1)-SA 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB

Figure 3: Comparing renaming and set agreement.

Figure 4 depicts the mentioned results and some previous results as well. A solid arrow corresponds to one of our
results while a dotted arrow from set agreement to renaming to one in [31]. A cross on an arrow means an impossibility
result.

7.1 Perfect renaming is strictly stronger than(n, n− 1)-SA

First we show that(n, n− 1)-SA can be done from USD objects solving perfect renaming. Recall that for measuring
the computability power of GSB tasks we need to assume some non-determinism properties (see Theorem 8). Second
we show(n, n− 1)-SA cannot solve perfect renaming.

Theorem 13. For everyn, the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task USD-solves the set agreement(n, n − 1)-SA
task.

Proof.
Let A be any read/write wait-free comparison-based algorithm that solves the renaming task〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-GSB
([21] presents several such algorithms). The fact thatA is comparison-based and index-independent implies there is a
valueΥ such that for every processpi, in every solo-execution ofpi, whatever its input name,pi always getsΥ.

Let X be an USD object that solves perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. By Lemma 6, we can assumeX is SOD.
Consider the following objectY implemented withA andX : every process callsA using its original input, and then
outputs the value it receives fromX , using the value it gets fromA as input toX . ClearlyY solves〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB,
and asX is SOD,Y is SOD. Moreover, note that for every processpi, in every solo-execution ofY with participating
processpi, A outputsΥ to pi, hencepi always callsX with inputΥ. SinceX is SOD, it follows that there is a value
λ such that for everypi, in every solo-execution ofY with participating processpi, whatever its input name,pi getsλ.
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Figure 4: The relation between renaming and set agreement.

function choose(vi):
(01)M [i]← vi; %Each entry ofM is initialized to⊥
(02) ℓi ← Y .choose(i);
(03) if ℓi 6= λ

(04) then decide vi;
(05) else si ← anyj 6= i such thatM [j] 6= ⊥;
(06) decideM [si]
(07) end if

Figure 5: Solving(n, n− 1)-SA from (n, n)-R.

Consider someλ ∈ {1, . . . , n} distinct fromλ. We solve(n, n − 1)-SA usingY andλ (see Figure 5), recalling
that there is no index-independent requirement for(n, n− 1)-SA: first eachpi announces its proposalvi by writing it
into M [i] (M is a shared array initialized to⊥), then callsY with its indexi as input and finally decides its proposal
if it receives a value distinct fromλ; otherwise it decides anyM [j], wherej 6= i andM [j] 6= ⊥. In other words, the
process that getsλ from Y is the only process that does not decide its proposal. Clearly this implementation verifies
the validity requirement of(n, n− 1)-SA. The termination and agreement properties follow from the observation that
if a process getsλ fromY then there are at least two proposals intoM (Y outputsλ 6= λ in every solo-execution), and
thus two processes agree on the same output value. The theorem follows. ✷Theorem 13

Theorem 14. For everyn ≥ 3, the set agreement(n, n − 1)-SA task does not SQD-solve the perfect renaming
〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSBtask.

Proof. Suppose there is an algorithmA that solves〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB from SQD objects that solve(n, n − 1)-SA.
Consider the solo-executionEs ofA in whichpn participates with identityN = 2n−1 (recall that for〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB,
process start with distinct identities in[1 . . .N = 2n−1]). Thus,pn decides a valuef ∈ [1 . . . n] in Es. Let us assume,
w.l.o.g.,f = n. Let S be the set containing all executions ofA that are extensions ofEs, i.e., processesp1 . . . pn−1
execute computation steps only afterpn decidesf = n in Es. Hence in everyE′ ∈ S in which all p1 . . . pn−1
decide, they decide distinct values in[1 . . . n − 1]. UsingEs, we will modify A in order to obtain an algorithm
B for p1 . . . pn−1 that read/write wait-free solves perfect renaming〈n− 1, n− 1, 1, 1〉-GSB, which is not possible.
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Intuitively, the initial state ofB is the state ofA at the end ofEs and each(n, n− 1)-SA object inA is replaced with
a read/write wait-free function.

First note that, due to the specification of(n, n− 1)-SA, each timepn invokes an(n, n− 1)-SA objectX in Es, it
receives fromX the value it proposes. Also, the fact that all(n, n−1)-SA objects inA are SQD implies the following
for any such objectX : (1) if pn invokesX in Es, then whenpi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, callsX in an extension ofEs, it is
possiblepi receives the valuepn proposed toX , and (2) ifpn does not callX in Es, then whenpi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
callsX in an extension ofEs, it is possiblepi receives the value it proposes (since at mostn − 1 processes callX ).
Moreover, observe that for every(n, n− 1)-SA objectX in A, we can compute ifpn invokesX in Es.

AlgorithmB is obtained by replacing each(n, n− 1)-SA objectX in pi’s code,1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (pn is suppressed),
as follows: ifX is accessed bypn in Es, then it is replaced with the constant function that outputsthe value proposed
(and decided) bypn, otherwise it is replaced with the identity function that outputs the valuepi proposes; the initial
state of the shared memory ofB is the state of the shared memory ofA at the end ofEs. The observations above imply
that for any executionE′ of B there is an executionE′′ ∈ S that is the same asE′, i.e., inE′′, p1 . . . pn−1 decide
distinct values in[1 . . . n − 1], and henceB read/write solves〈n− 1, n− 1, 1, 1〉-GSB. However, Corollary 5 shows
that〈n− 1, n− 1, 1, 1〉-GSB is not read/write wait-free solvable (see also [7]). A contradiction. ✷Theorem 14

7.2 Perfect renaming cannot solve(n, n− 2)-SA

This section presents two separation results: when considering SOD objects, perfect renaming cannot solve(n, n −
2)-SA and renaming〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB cannot solve(n, n − 1)-SA. In the next subsection we address the case of
SQD objects.

Lemma 7. If there is anFND object that solves perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, then there is anSODobject that
solves renaming〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB.

Proof. Let X be an FND object that solves〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. UsingX and ann-dimensional shared arrayM (each
entry is initialized to⊥), it can be implemented a SOD object that solves〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB. First, eachpi writes
its input inM [i] and then, it reads allM ; if pi sees only its input value inM , then it decidesn+ 1, otherwise it calls
X with its input name as input and decides the value it gets fromX . Clearly, in every solo-execution the participating
process decidesn+ 1. ✷Lemma 7

Theorem 15. For everyn, the renaming〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSBtask does not SOD-solve the set agreement(n, n−1)-SA
task.

Proof.
It has been proved that(n, n− 1)-SA is not read/write wait-free solvable [15, 44, 56], hence〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB9FND

(n, n− 1)-SA, by Theorem 8. The theorem directly follows from Lemma 7. ✷Theorem 15

Theorems 13 and 15 imply the following separation result. Tothe best of our knowledge this is the first time this
result is formally proved.

Theorem 16.
For everyn, the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSBtask is strictly stronger that the renaming〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSBtask
under the SOD-solvability relation:〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB →FND 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB but 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Lemma 8.
Let T1 andT2 be GSB tasks onn andk + 1 processes, withk + 1 < n. For ZZZ ∈ {FND,USD, SOD, SQD},
assume that (1)T2 9ZZZ (k + 1, k)-SA, and (2) the collection of outputs thatp1, . . . , pk+1 receive in any invocation
to a ZZZ object solvingT1, are valid outputs for a ZZZ object solvingT2. Then,T1 9ZZZ (n, k)-SA.
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Proof. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, there is an algorithm A that solves(n, k)-SA from ZZZ objects that
solveT 1. Consider the set of executionsS of A in which only p1, . . . , pk+1 participate. By assumption for any
executionE ∈ S, the collection of outputs thatp1, . . . , pk+1 receive in any invocation to aT1 object, are valid outputs
for T2. This implies that we can get a new algorithmB on k + 1 processes by replacing eachT1 object inpi’s code,
1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, with a ZZZ object solvingT2 (pk+2, . . . , pn are suppressed). Observe that for any executionE of B,
there is an execution inS that is the same asE. Moreover, the participating processes decide at mostk distinct values
in E. Therefore,B solves(k+1, k)-SA from ZZZ objects that solveT2. This contradicts thatT2 9ZZZ (k+1, k)-SA.

✷Lemma 8

Theorem 17. For everyn ≥ 3, the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task does not SOD-solve the set agreement
(n, n− 2)-SA task.

Proof. Note the collection of outputs thatp1, . . . , pn−1 receive in any invocation to an SOD object solving per-
fect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, are valid outputs for SOD objects solving renaming〈n− 1, n, 0, 1〉-GSB. Also
by Theorem 15 onn − 1 processes,〈n− 1, n, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD (n − 1, n − 2)-SA. From Lemma 8 we get
〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB9SOD (n, n− 2)-SA. ✷Theorem 17

7.3 The case of SQD objects

In this section, we present three impossibility results that hold for stronger SQD objects. The first one, Theorem 18,
shows that perfect renaming cannot implement most set agreement tasks.

Theorem 18. For everyn, k such thatk ≤ n−1
2 , the perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB task does not SQD-solve the

set agreement(n, k)-SA.

Proof. Observe that the collection of outputs thatp1, . . . , pk+1 receive in any invocation to an SQD object solving
〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, are valid outputs for renaming〈k + 1, n, 0, 1〉-GSB. Note that2(k + 1)− 1 ≤ n becausek ≤ n−1

2 .
It is known that there are read/write wait-free objects solving 〈k + 1, n, 0, 1〉-GSB when2(k + 1) − 1 ≤ n ([21]
presents several such solutions); any of these objects is SQD. Thus, we have that〈k + 1, n, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SQD (k +
1, k)-SA, because(k+1, k)-SA is not read/write wait-free solvable [15, 44, 56]. The theorem follows from Theorem 8.

✷Theorem 18

Theorems 19 and 20 complement a result in [36] where it is shown that renaming〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB cannot
implement(n, n − 1)-SA whenn is odd. Theorem 19 shows that〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB cannot solve(n, n − 2)-SA
for any value ofn, while Theorem 20 extends the result in [36] for everyn that is not a power of two.

Theorem 19. For everyn, the renaming〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB task does not SQD-solve the set agreement(n, n −
2)-SA task.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 18. ✷Theorem 19

Theorem 20. For everyn that is not a power of 2, the renaming〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB task does not SQD-solve the
set agreement(n, n− 1)-SA task.

Proof.
It is shown in [36, 35] that ifn is odd,〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB9SQD (n, n− 1)-SA. It is proved in [20] that ifn is not
a power of a prime, then〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB is read/write wait-free solvable, hence〈n, 2n− 2, 0, 1〉-GSB9SQD

(n, n− 1)-SA because(n, n− 1)-SA is not read/write wait-free solvable [15, 44, 56]. Ifn is not a power of two, then
n is odd or is not power of a prime. The theorem follows. ✷Theorem 20
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7.4 From (n, k)-SA to renaming 〈n, n+ k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSB

It has been proved that(n, k)-SA can solve〈n, n+ k − 1, 0, 1〉-GSB [31] (the paper implicitly assumes FND ob-
jects). Theorem 21 shows that in some cases(n, k)-SA cannot do something better than that, namely, it cannot solve
〈n, n+ k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSB.5

Theorem 21. For everyn, k wheren > k andk is power of a prime number, the set agreement(n, k)-SA task does
not SQD-solve the renaming〈n, n+ k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSBtask.

Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 14. Suppose there is an algorithmA that solves
renaming〈n, n+ k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSB from SQD objects that solve(n, k)-SA. LetEs be any execution ofA in which
only then − k processespk+1 . . . pn participate with identitiesN − (n − k − 1) . . .N , with N = 2n − 1. Thus,
in Es, pk+1 . . . pn deciden − k distinct values in[1 . . . n+ k − 2]. Let us assume, w.l.o.g, they decide the values in
[2k−1 . . . n+k−2]. LetS be the set containing all executions ofA that are extensions ofEs, i.e., processesp1 . . . pk
execute computation steps only afterpk+1 . . . pn decide inEs. Hence in everyE′ ∈ S in which all p1 . . . pk decide,
they decide distinct values in[1 . . . 2k − 2]. FromA andEs, we obtain an algorithmB for p1 . . . pk that read/write
wait-free solves renaming〈k, 2k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSB, which is not possible whenk is power of a prime number.

The fact that all(n, k)-SA objects inA are SQD implies the following for any such objectX : (1) if some process
invokesX in Es, then whenpi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, callsX in an extension ofEs, it is possiblepi receives any valueX outputs
in Es, and (2) if no process callsX in Es, then whenpi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, invokesX in an extension ofEs, it is possiblepi
receives the value it proposes (since at mostk processes callX ). Moreover, observe that for every(n, k)-SA objectX
in A, we can compute if some processp ∈ {pk+1 . . . pn} invokesX in Es and the valuep receives fromX .

AlgorithmB is obtained by replacing each(n, k)-SA objectX in pi’s code,1 ≤ i ≤ k, (pk+1 . . . pn are suppressed)
as follows: ifX is accessed by some process inEs, then it is replaced with a constant function that outputs any value
thatX outputs inEs, otherwise it is replaced with the identity function that outputs the valuepi proposes; the initial
state of the shared memory ofB is the state of the shared memory ofA at the end ofEs. The observations above
imply that for any executionE′ of B there is an executionE′′ ∈ S that is the same asE′, henceB read/write solves
(k, 2k − 2)-R. However, it is proved in [19] that renaming〈k, 2k − 2, 0, 1〉-GSB is not read/write wait-free solvable
if k is a prime power. A contradiction. ✷Theorem 21

8 GSB vs set agreement

Section 7 proved that perfect renaming is the only member of the renaming family of tasks that is capable to solve
(n − 1)-set agreement. Moreover, perfect renaming is strictly stronger than(n − 1)-set agreement. In this section
we identify a large subfamily of GSB, that we denoteF , containing tasks that are strictly stronger than(n − 1)-
set agreement; perfect renaming belongs toF . Since perfect renaming is universal in the GSB family and perfect
renaming cannot implement(n− 2)-set agreement, it follows that no GSB task can implement(n− 2)-set agreement
(at least when considering SOD objects). Thus, the best a task in F can do is(n− 1)-set agreement.

This section investigates the internal structure of the tasks inF . We show that for anyn ≥ 2, F contains infinitely
many GSB tasks, and ifn = 2, 3, all of them are equivalent to perfect renaming. Forn ≥ 4, F contains a large
subfamilyF ′ of tasks that are strictly weaker than perfect renaming. Anda subsubfamilyF ′′ ⊂ F ′ such that each
member ofF ′′ can implement(n + 1)-renaming. From the fact that(n + 1)-renaming cannot solve(n − 1)-set
agreement and, as already explained, each task inF ⊃ F ′′ implements(n− 1)-set agreement, it follows that(n+1)-
renaming renaming cannot implement any task ofF ′′. Thus,F ′′ lies exactly between perfect renaming and(n+ 1)-
renaming. Figure 6 depicts the relations between the familiesF , renaming, GSB, and set agreement forn ≥ 4.

8.1 A noteworthy subfamilyF of GSB

After having defined the task familyF , this section shows that, forn ≥ 3, (n, n− 1)-SA can be solved from any task
in F while the opposite is not true.

5In [31] it is proved that(n, k)-SA cannot solve the stronger adaptive(p + k − 2)-renaming, for everyn andk.
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Figure 6: FamiliesF , F ′, F ′′ wrt set agreement, renaming and GSB in systems ofn ≥ 4 processes

Definition 7 (FamilyF ). A GSBtask belongs toF if and only if there are two distinct decision valuesλ1 andλ2 such
that in every execution in which all processes decide, exactly one process decidesλ1 and exactly one process decides
λ2.

Theorem 22. For everyn andT ∈ F , the GSB taskT USD-solves the set agreement(n, n− 1)-SA task.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 17. As explained in that proof, we can assume
we have a SOD objectY that solvesT . Moreover, there is a valueγ such that, in every solo-execution ofY, the
participating processpi obtainsγ whatever its input name.

Let λ1 andλ2 be values such that in every execution in which all processesinvoke and receive a value fromY,
exactly one processes getsλ1 and exactly one process getsλ2. Consider a valueγ ∈ {λ1, λ2} such thatγ 6= γ. Using
Y andγ, we implement(n, n − 1)-SA, recalling that there is no index-independent requirement for (n, n − 1)-SA.
First eachpi announces its proposalvi by writing it into M [i] (M is a shared array initialized to⊥), then callsY
with its indexi as input and finally decides its proposal if it receives a value distinct fromγ; otherwise it decides any
M [j], wherej 6= i andM [j] 6= ⊥. In other words, the process that getsγ from Y is the only process that does not
decide its proposal. Clearly this implementation verifies the validity requirement of(n, n − 1)-SA. The termination
and agreement properties follow from the observation that,first, in every execution in which all processes invokeY,
exactly one process getsγ (sinceγ ∈ {λ1, λ2}) and, second, if a process getsγ from Y then there are at least two
proposals intoM (becauseY outputsγ 6= γ in every solo-execution). Therefore, if all processes decide, exactly two
processes agree on the same output value. ✷Theorem 22

The following task is instrumental in proving that(n − 1)-set agreement cannot implement any task inF , for
n ≥ 3. The taskU for n ≥ 3 processes, denotedUn, is the WSB〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB task with the additional
adaptive requirement that in every execution in which at least three processes decide, at least one process decides1.

Lemma 9. ∀n ≥ 4, ∀T ∈ F :
(

(n, n− 1)-SA →SQD T
)

⇒
(

Un−1 is read/write wait-free solvable
)

.

Proof. Let A be an index-independent and wait-free algorithm that solves T from read/write registers and SQD
objects that solve(n, n − 1)-SA. LetMO be the domain of decision values ofT and consider the setS containing
every executions ofA in which only processesp1, . . . , pn−1 participate. Therefore, if a process decides inE ∈ S, it
decides a value inMO. From the specification of(n, n − 1)-SA and since at most onlyn − 1 processes participate
in every execution inS, it follows thatS contains a proper subsetS′ of executions in which each invocation bypi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, to any(n, n − 1)-SA object outputs the valuepi uses as input. Note that this does not contradict
the assumption that all(n, n − 1)-SA objects inA are SQD. This observation allows to obtain an algorithmB for
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n − 1 processes by modifyingpi’s code inA, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, as follows (pn is discarded): each invocation to an
(n, n− 1)-SA object is replaced by a function that just outputs the input it receives. Therefore, for any executionE of
B, as already explained, there is an execution inS′ that is the same asE; henceB is a read/write wait-free algorithm
for n− 1 processes in which processes decides values inMO. Note thatB is index-independent.

SinceT ∈ F , there exist valuesλ1 andλ2 such that in every execution in which all processes (n processes) decide
in T , exactly one processes decidesλ1 and exactly one process decidesλ2. Thus,λ1, λ2 ∈ MO. Note that if only
n− 1 processes decide inT , then there must be a process that decides eitherλ1 orλ2. In what follows, “all processes"
meansp1, . . . , pn−1. The existence ofλ1 andλ2 imply the following about the values decided by processes inan
executionE of B (which is an execution ofA in which at mostn−1 processes participate): (1) for eachλ ∈ {λ1, λ2},
at most one process decidesλ in E, and (2) if all processes decide inE, then at least one process decides a value in
{λ1, λ2}. From (1) and (2) we conclude the following for every executionE of B:

P1. If at least three processes decide inE (recalln ≥ 4), then at least one process decides a value inMO \ {λ1, λ2}.

P2. If all processes decide inE, then at least one process decides a value inMO \ {λ1, λ2} and at least one process
decides a value in{λ1, λ2}.

We now modifyB in the following way: each time a process decides a value inMO \ {λ1, λ2}, its decision is
replaced with1, otherwise its decision is replaced with2. It is not hard to see that P1 and P2 imply the resulting
algorithmB solvesUn−1, and henceUn−1 is read/write wait-free solvable. ✷Lemma 9

Lemma 10. For everyn ≥ 3, Un is not read/write solvable.

Proof. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, there exists an index-independent, read/write and wait-free algorithm
A that solvesUn for n ≥ 3. Theorem 2 in [45] shows that fromA and read/write registers, it is possible to derive
a comparison-based and index-dependent algorithm that solvesUn. The construction is essentially the same to the
one in the proof Lemma 6: a comparison-based, read/write, wait-free algorithm that solves(2n − 1)-renaming, i.e.,
〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-GSB, is used as a preprocessing stage before invokingA; in this way, the resulting algorithm outputs
identical values in executions with same interleaving an same relative order on inputs processes. Therefore, we can
assumeA is comparison-based.

In [19] it is proved that ifn holds a number theoretical property, then WSB is not wait-free solvable from read/write
registers (and hence〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-GSB is not also, since WSB and(2n− 1)-renaming, i.e.,〈n, 2n− 1, 0, 1〉-GSB,
are FND-equivalent [36]), and it is proved in [20] that ifn does not hold that property, then WSB is indeed read/write
wait-free solvable. As observed in [11], the number theoretical property has to do with prime powers. Namely, WSB
on n processes, i.e.,〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB, is read/write solvable if and only ifn is not a prime power. Therefore,
if n is a prime power,A cannot exists because clearlyA solves〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB (Un is a stronger version of
〈n, 2, 1, n− 1〉-GSB). Thus, in what follows we assumen is not a prime power.

As in the proof of Theorem 12, we use the following technique.LetB any read/write algorithm in which processes
decide either 1 or 2;B is index-independent and comparison-based. It is known [19] that, for any input configuration
I of the system, the number of executions ofB starting fromI in which then processes of the system decide the same
value is given by#M = 1+

(

n
1

)

k1+, . . . ,+
(

n
n−1

)

kn−1, for some integersk1, . . . , kn−1. Forb ∈ {1, 2}, the value of
ki is completely determined by the number of executions with participating processesp1, . . . , pi (eachpj starts with
I[j]) in which every participating process decidesb (if we consider the other decision value instead ofb, theki change
but the expression still holds).

Thus, for any input configuration, the number of executions of A in which all processes decide the same value,
is given by#M = 1 +

(

n

1

)

k1+, . . . ,+
(

n

n−1

)

kn−1, for some integersk1, . . . , kn−1. By the specification ofUn, it
must be that#M = 0. Moreover,Un requires that in every execution in which at least three processes decide, at
least one process decides1. Settingb = 2, this implies thatki = 0, for 3 ≤ i ≤ n − 1: in every execution in which
only processesp1, . . . , pi participate and decide, at least one of them decides 1, from which follows that there is no
execution in which allp1, . . . , pi decide 2. Hence,k3, . . . , kn−1 = 0, and consequently#M = 1+

(

n
1

)

k1+
(

n
2

)

k2 = 0.
It is a standard number theory result that if

(

n

1

)

and
(

n

2

)

have a common factor, then there are no integersk1, k2
such that#M = 0. Sincen is not a prime power,n = qy1

1 · · · qyx
x , for some primesq1, . . . , qx, x ≥ 2. Thus,
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(

n

1

)

= n = qy1

1 · · · qyx
x and

(

n

2

)

= n(n−1)
2 =

q
y1
1 ···q

yx
x (q

y1
1 ···q

yx
x −1)

2 . Note that there is a factorqi 6= 2 of n, and hence
q
y1
1 ···q

yi−1
i−1 q

yi+1
i+1 ···q

yx
x (q

y1
1 ···q

yx
x −1)

2 is an integer. Thus,qi is factor of bothn andn(n−1)
2 , and consequently,#M 6= 0. A

contradiction. ✷Lemma 10

Theorem 23. For everyn ≥ 3 andT ∈ F , the set agreement(n, n− 1)-SA task does not SQD-solve theGSBtaskT .

Proof. First consider the casen = 3. Consider anyT ∈ F and letλ1 andλ2 be values such that if all processes
decide, exactly one processes decidesλ1 and exactly one process decidesλ2. We haveT →FND 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB:
each processes invokes an FND object that solvesT , using its input as input to the object, and decidesi if it getsλi,
i ∈ {1, 2}, otherwise it decides3. Also it is proved in [23] that(n, n − 1)-SA 9SOD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, forn ≥ 3.
It is not difficult to show that impossibility proof in [23] also holds for SQD objects, hence(n, n − 1)-SA 9SQD

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. Therefore,(n, n− 1)-SA 9SQD T , sinceT →FND 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.
The casen ≥ 4 directly follows from Lemmas 9 and 10: if(n, n − 1)-SA →SQD T , thenUn−1 is read/write

wait-free solvable, which is impossible. ✷Theorem 23

8.2 Internal structure of F

It is easy to see that, for everyn ≥ 2, x ≥ 3, 〈n, x, [0, . . . , 0, 1, 1], [1, . . . , 1, 1, 1]〉-GSB∈ F . Therefore,F contains
infinitely many tasks. Moreover, clearly perfect renaming〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB belong toF , and thus for anyT ∈ F ,
〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB→FND T , because prefect renaming is universal in the GSB, by Theorem 9. Forn = 2, 3, all tasks
in F are equivalent, as shown in Theorem 24.

Theorem 24. ∀n = 2, 3, ∀T1, T2 ∈ F : T1 →FND T2 ∧ T2 →FND T1.

Proof. As already explained, for everyT ∈ F , 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB →FND T . Therefore, it is enough to prove the
opposite direction, namely, for everyT ∈ F , T →FND 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Consider anyT ∈ F and letλ1, λ2 be values such that in every execution ofT in which all processes decide,
exactly one process decidesλ1 and exactly one process decidesλ2. LetX be an FND object that solvesT . UsingX ,
we solve〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. Forn = 2, each process first callsX using its input as input toX , and then decidesi if it
obtainsλi, i ∈ {1, 2}, fromX . Similarly, forn = 3, each process first callsX using its input as input toX , and then
decidesi if it obtainsλi, i ∈ {1, 2}, from X , otherwise it decides3. The correctness of the implementation directly
follows from the specification ofT . ✷Theorem 24

Whenn ≥ 4, F has a more interesting structure: three subfamiliesF1, F2 andF3 of F are strictly weaker
than perfect renaming. Therefore, the computability powerof these subfamilies is in between perfect renaming and
(n− 1)-set agreement.

Lemmas 11 and 12 show that some specific tasks ofF are strictly weaker than perfect renaming (to not overload
the presentation, their proofs are given in Appendix C). Lemmas 11 considers an asymmetric version of the(n− k)-
slot task, while Lemma 12 consider an asymmetric version of(n + 1)-renaming. These two lemmas will prove that
F1,F2 andF3 are strictly weaker than perfect renaming. The proofs of these lemmas are interesting in their own since
they heavily exploit the non-deterministic properties of SQD objects.

Lemma 11. ∀n, x :
(

n ≥ 4 ∧ 1 ≤ x ≤ n − 3
)

⇒
(

〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB 9SQD

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB
)

.

Lemma 12. ∀n ≥ 4 : 〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

For everyn, x, y, z such thatn ≥ 4, 1 ≤ x ≤ n − 4, 1 ≤ y ≤ x + 1 andz = x + 2 − y, theF1 contains
〈n, n− x, [1, 1, 1, .., 1, y], [1, 1, z, .., z, x+ 1]〉-GSB, denotedUn,x,y,z, which is an asymmetric version of(n − k)-
slot. Note that the task〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB in Lemma 11 isUn,x,x+1,1.
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For everyn, x such thatn ≥ 4 andx ≥ n + 1, F2 contains the task〈n, x, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB,
denotedVn,x, which is an asymmetric version ofx-renaming. The〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB task
used in Lemma 12 isVn,n+1.

Let
−→
1

z denote thez-dimensional vector[1, .., 1], and for0 ≤ x ≤ z, let
−→
1

z
x denote thez-dimensional vector with

x 1’s at the beginning and the rest with2’s, [1, .., 1, 2, .., 2]. For everyn, x such thatn ≥ 4 and2 ≤ x ≤ n − 2, the
subfamilyF3 contains the task〈n, n− 1,

−→
1

n−1,
−→
1

n−1
x 〉-GSB, which is denotedWn,x.

Theorem 25. ∀ Un,x,y,z ∈ F1 : Un,x,y,z 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Proof. Let us observe thatUn,x,y,z is the task〈n, n− x, [1, 1, 1, .., 1, y], [1, 1, z, .., z, x+ 1]〉-GSB, where1 ≤ y ≤
x+1 andz = x+2− y, andUn,x,x+1,1 is 〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB. Therefore,Un,x,x+1,1 can
FND-solveUn,x,y,z: processes call an FND object that solvesUn,x,x+1,1 and decide the values they receive from the
object. Hence,Un,x,x+1,1 →SQD Un,x,y,z. By Lemma 11,Un,x,x+1,1 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, from which follows
thatUn,x,y,z 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. ✷Theorem 25

Theorem 26. ∀ Vn,x ∈ F2 : Vn,x 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Proof. Clearly, for everyVn,x ∈ F2, Vn,n+1 →FND Vn,x, henceVn,n+1 →SQD Vn,x. Therefore,Vn,x 9SQD

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, becauseVn,n+1 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, by Lemma 12. ✷Theorem 26

Theorem 27. ∀ Wn,x ∈ F3 : Wn,x 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Proof. Consider the taskUn,1,2,1, namely, 〈n, n− 1, [1, 1, .., 1, 2], [1, 1, .., 1, 2]〉-GSB. We have thatWn,x is
〈n, n− 1, [1, .., 1], [1, .., 1, 2, .., 2]〉-GSB. Thus, clearlyUn,1,2,1 →FND Wn,x, henceUn,1,2,1 →SQD Wn,x. By
Lemma 11,Un,1,2,1 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB, from which follows thatWn,x 9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB. ✷Theorem 27

〈n, n-1, [1, 1, 1..1, 2], [1, 1, 1..1, 2]〉-GSB ...

...

(n, n − 1)-SA

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB

〈n, n-1, [1, 1, 1..1, 1], [1, 1, 2..2, 2]〉-GSB

〈n, n-2, [1, 1, 1..1, 3], [1, 1, 1..1, 3]〉-GSB

〈n, n-2, [1, 1, 1..1, 2], [1, 2, 2..2, 3]〉-GSB

〈n, n-2, [1, 1, 1..1, 1], [1, 3, 3..3, 3]〉-GSB

〈n, 5, [1, 1, 1, 1, n-4], [1, 1, 1, 1, n-4]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 1, n-5], [1, 1, 2, 2, n-4]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 1, 2], [1, 1, n-5, n-5, n-4]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 1, n-6], [1, 1, 3, 3, n-4]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 1, 1], [1, 1, n-4, n-4, n-4]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, n-3], [1, 1, 1, n-3]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, n-4], [1, 1, 2, n-3]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 3], [1, 1, n-5, n-3]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, n-5], [1, 1, 3, n-3]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 2], [1, 1, n-4, n-3]〉-GSB

〈n, 4, [1, 1, 1, 1], [1, 1, n-3, n-3]〉-GSB

...

...

x = 1 x = 2 x = n − 5 x = n − 4

z = 1

z = 2

z = 3

z = n-5

z = n-4

z = n-3

...

Figure 7: The sub-familyF1
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Internal structure of F1 Figure 7 depicts how the members ofF1 are related under the FND-solvability relation.
The vertical arrows are easy to prove. For the horizontal arrows, Figure 7 statesUn,x,y,z →FND Un,x+1,y′,z. By the
definition ofUn,x,y,z andUn,x+1,y′,z, we have thatz = x + 2 − y andz = (x + 1) + 2 − y′, from which follows
thaty = y′ − 1. Thus,Un,x,y,z is the〈n, n− x, [1, 1, 1, .., 1, y], [1, 1, z, .., z, x+ 1]〉-GSB task andUn,x+1,y′,z is the
〈n, n− (x+1), [1, 1, 1, .., 1, y+1], [1, 1, z, .., z, (x+1)+1]〉-GSB task. In an implementation ofUn,x+1,y′,z based on
FND objects, first processes call an FND objectX that solvesUn,x,y,z, and then every process decides the valuew it
receives fromX only if w 6= n−x, otherwise it decidesn−(x+1). SinceX outputsn−(x+1) at least at one process
andn−x at least aty processes, we have that at leasty+1 processes deciden− (x+1) in the implementation. Also,
for eachi ∈ {1, . . . , n− (x+ 2)}, X outputsi at least at one process, and consequently the number of processes that
get eithern− (x+ 1) or n− x fromX is at mostx+ 2.

We conjecture that arrows in Figure 7 are strict, namely, forevery pair of distinct tasks inF1, one of them is strictly
stronger than the other, even if we consider SQD objects.

(n, n − 1)-SA

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB

...

〈n, n + 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB

〈n, 2n − 3, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB

〈n,∞, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB

...
...

〈n, n + 1, 0, 1〉-GSB

...

〈n, n − 1, [1, .., 1], [1, 1, 1, .., 1, 1, 2]〉-GSB

〈n, n − 1, [1, .., 1], [1, 1, 2, .., 2, 2, 2]〉-GSB

〈n, n − 1, [1, .., 1], [1, 1, 1, .., 1, 2, 2]〉-GSB

F2 F3

Figure 8: The sub-familiesF2 andF3

Internal structure of F2 Figure 8 (left) depicts how the members ofF2 are related under the FND-solvability
relation. The arrows going down are straightforward to prove. For the arrows going up, Figure 8 statesVn,x+1 →FND

Vn,x, wherex ≥ 2n− 3. LetA be any read/write-based wait-free algorithm that solves adaptive(2p− 1)-renaming
([21] presents many such algorithms), namely, the output space is[1, .., 2p − 1] in every execution in whichp ≤ n
processes participate. In an implementation ofVn,x based on FND objects, first processes call an FND objectX that
solvesVn,x+1, and then each processp decides the valueu it receives fromX only if u = 1, 2, otherwise, usingu as
input,p invokesA, and decidesw + 2, wherew is the valuep gets fromA. By the definition ofVn,x+1, X outputs
1 at exactly one process and outputs2 at exactly one process, hence at mostn − 2 processes callA, whose distinct
decision values are in[1 + 2 = 3, .., 2(n− 2)− 1 + 2 = 2n− 3] (which is correct sincex ≥ 2n− 3). We conjecture
that for everyn+ 1 ≤ x ≤ 2n− 4, Vn,x+1 9SQD Vn,x.

Internal structure of F3 The subfamilyF3 and its relation with(n, n−1)-SA and〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB are depicted
in Figure 8 (right). The arrows among members ofF3 are under the FND-solvability relation. Clearly eachWn,x ∈ F3

FND-solves the(n−1)-slot task, namely,〈n, n− 1, [1, .., 1], [2, .., 2]〉-GSB. Thus, by Lemma 13 below,Wn,x →FND

〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB.

Lemma 13. ∀n, 〈n, n− 1, [1, .., 1], [2, .., 2]〉-GSB→FND 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB
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Proof. Every processpi first invokes an FND objectX that solves〈n, n− 1, [1, .., 1], [2, .., 2]〉-GSB and then writes
(namei, xi) intoM [i], wherenamei is pi’s input name andxi is whatpi gets fromX (M is shared memory with all
its entries initialized to⊥). Then,pi takes an snapshotsi of M . If there is no(namej , xj) in si such thati 6= j and
xi = xj , thenpi decidesxi. Otherwise, ifnamei < namej, thepi decidesn, otherwise it decidesn+ 1.

Clearly, the implementation is wait-free and the processesdecide names in[1, . . . , n + 1]. Processes decides
distinct names because (1) at most two processes get the samename fromX and (2) processes start with distinct input
names. ✷Lemma 13

By Theorem 15,〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD (n, n − 1)-SA. Also we know that, for everyWn,x ∈ F3,
Wn,x →USD (n, n− 1)-SA, and henceWn,x →SOD (n, n− 1)-SA. Thus,〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB9SOD Wn,x,

We conjecture that〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB9SQD Wn,x and, for every two distinct members ofF3, one of them is
strictly stronger than the other under the SQD-solvabilityrelation.

8.3 From symmetric GSB to set agreement

It can be verified that every member ofF except perfect renaming is asymmetric. Thus the question: does there exist a
symmetric GSB task distinct from perfect renaming that can solve (n− 1)-set agreement? Theorems 28 and 29 show
that that a large number of symmetric GSB tasks do not SOD-solve (n, n− 1)-SA. In fact, the only case that remains
to be proved is〈n,m, ⌊ n

m
⌋, ⌈ n

m
⌉〉-GSB, wheren ≥ 4 and2 ≤ m ≤ n− 1.

Theorem 28. ∀n,m, ℓ, u : (m = 1 ) ∨ (m ≥ n + 1 ) ∨ (n = m ∧ ℓ = 0 ∧ u ≥ 2) ⇒ 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB9SOD

(n, n− 1)-SA.

Proof.
If m = 1, clearly〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB is wait-free solvable from read/write registers, and hence〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB9SOD

(n, n− 1)-SA, because it is known that(n, n− 1)-SA is not wait-free solvable from read/write registers [15, 44, 56].
Let us now consider the casem ≥ n+1. If 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB is not feasible, then we are done. If〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB

is feasible, then it must be thatℓ ×m ≤ n ≤ u ×m, by Lemma 2. The fact thatm ≥ n + 1 implies thatℓ ×m ≥
ℓ × (n + 1), and henceℓ = 0 andu ≥ 1. Also it is straightforward to see that for everyu ≥ 1 andm ≥ n + 1,
we have that〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →FND 〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB and〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB →FND 〈n,m, 0, u〉-GSB, and
hence〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →SOD 〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB and〈n,m, 0, 1〉-GSB →SOD 〈n,m, 0, u〉-GSB. Therefore,
〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →SOD 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB. By Theorem 15, we have that〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD (n, n −
1)-SA, thus〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB9SOD (n, n− 1)-SA.

For the casen = m, ℓ = 0 andu ≥ 2, observe that〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB→FND 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB: first processes
call an 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB object and then a process that receivesx from this object decides1 if x = n + 1,
otherwise decidesx. Note that it is correct two processes decide1 becauseu ≥ 2. Thus,〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB→SOD

〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB. As already mentioned, we know〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD (n, n − 1)-SA, and consequently
〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB9SOD (n, n− 1)-SA. ✷Theorem 28

Lemma 14. ∀n,m, ℓ, u : 2 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 ∧ ℓ = ⌊ n
m
⌋ − 1 ∧ u = ⌊ n

m
⌋ + 1 ⇒ 〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →FND

〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB.

Proof.
In an implementation of an〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB task, processes first invoke an FND object that solves〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB,
and then a process gettingy from the object, decides(y mod m) + 1. The correctness proof of this implementation
consists in showing that the size of the equivalence classes[0], . . . , [m− 1] induced by mod operator over1, . . . , n+1

are such that, for everyj ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, (1)
∑m−1

i=0,i6=j #[i] ≤ n − ℓ and (2)#[j] ≤ u, where#[j] denotes the
size of class[j]. For anyx ∈ {1, , . . . , ,m}, (1) implies that there is no execution in which all processes decide, and
less thanℓ processes decidex, and (2) implies that there is no execution in which more thanu processes decidex. In
what follows we prove (1) and (2).
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As already mentioned, mod operator splits integers1, . . . , n + 1 into m equivalence classes,[0], . . . , [m − 1],
each one of them containing roughly the same amount of elements. To be precise, for everyi ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1},
⌊n+1

m
⌋ ≤ #[i] ≤ ⌊n+1

m
⌋+ 1. In particular, ifn+ 1 is multiple ofm, then for alli ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} ,#[i] = ⌊n+1

m
⌋,

otherwise there is at least onei ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} such that#[i] = ⌊n+1
m

⌋+ 1.

Clearly we have
∑m−1

j=0 #[j] = n+ 1, thus, for eachi ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1},

m−1
∑

j=0,j 6=i

#[j] =

m−1
∑

j=0

#[j]−#[i] ≤ n+ 1− ⌊
n+ 1

m
⌋,

because, as already explained,#[i] ≥ ⌊n+1
m

⌋. Therefore, if we proveℓ ≤ ⌊n+1
m

⌋ − 1, then (1) holds. Ifn + 1 is a
multiple of m, then⌊n+1

m
⌋ = ⌊ n

m
⌋ + 1, henceℓ = ⌊ n

m
⌋ − 1 = ⌊n+1

m
⌋ − 2. If n + 1 is not a multiple ofm, then

⌊n+1
m

⌋ = ⌊ n
m
⌋, henceℓ = ⌊ n

m
⌋ − 1 = ⌊n+1

m
⌋ − 1.

To prove (2), first note that ifn+ 1 is a multiple ofm, then⌊n+1
m

⌋ = ⌊ n
m
⌋+ 1, and hence, as already mentioned,

for eachi ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, #[i] = ⌊ n
m
⌋+1. If n+ 1 is not a multiple ofm, then⌊n+1

m
⌋ = ⌊ n

m
⌋, and thus for every

i ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, #[i] ≤ ⌊ n
m
⌋+ 1. ✷Lemma 14

Theorem 29. ∀n,m, ℓ, u : 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 1 ∧ 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ⌊ n
m
⌋ − 1 ∧ u = n− ℓ(m− 1) ⇒ 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB9SOD

(n, n− 1)-SA.

Proof. Consider a GSB task〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB as the theorem considers. Letℓ′ = ⌊ n
m
⌋ − 1 andu′ = ⌊ n

m
⌋ + 1. By

Lemma 14,〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →FND 〈n,m, ℓ′, u′〉-GSB, hence〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB →SOD 〈n,m, ℓ′, u′〉-GSB.
Thus,〈n,m, ℓ′, u′〉-GSB 9SOD (n, n − 1)-SA, since〈n, n+ 1, 0, 1〉-GSB 9SOD (n, n − 1)-SA, by Theorem 15.
It is straightforward to prove that〈n,m, ℓ′, u′〉-GSB →SOD 〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB, and thus〈n,m, ℓ, u〉-GSB 9SOD

(n, n− 1)-SA. ✷Theorem 29

9 Conclusions and open questions

This paper studied the problem of breaking symmetry in the standard asynchronous wait-free read/write crash-prone
model of computation. One of its main contributions is the definition of the conceptual framework of GSB tasks. The
GSB family contains tasks like renaming and WSB, which are considered fundamental in the theory of distributed
computing, as well as other tasks that are interesting on their own, like thek-WSB task (a stronger version of WSB),
and thek-slot task. A major result is that perfect renaming (i.e.n-renaming) is universal in GSB, namely, it can solve
any other GSB task.

After studying the basic properties of GSB tasks, we focusedon comparing the computability power of GSB with
set agreement, a family of tasks that model the problem of reaching agreement in a distributed system. In order to
do that, we first introduced four variants of non-determinism of a concurrent shared object. These forms of non-
determinism induce a solvability hierarchy. Some of these properties have been implicitly used in the past, however
here we formally defined them and noticed that they are neededfor making a “fair” comparison of GSB and set
agreement. Moreover, some of them naturally appear in the absence of randomness in a distributed system.

A main contribution is that perfect renaming, the most powerful GSB task, is strictly stronger than(n − 1)-set
agreement, the weakest set agreement task. Moreover, this is the best perfect renaming can do, since it cannot solve
(n − 2)-set agreement, at least when considering SOD objects. Therefore, in the best case, a GSB task can solve
(n−1)-set agreement, but not more than that. This result shows that breaking symmetry does not provide much power
to reach agreement. In the opposite direction it is known that k-set agreement allows to solve(n+k−1)-renaming, as
well as other GSB tasks. We also presented several results that complement previous research relating set agreement
and renaming.

Then, we showed that perfect renaming is a member of a large family F of GSB tasks such that each of them is
strictly stronger than(n−1)-set agreement. Since perfect renaming is universal in GSB and it cannot solve(n−2)-set
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agreement, no member ofF can solve(n−2)-set agreement either. The familyF has an interesting internal structure:
it contains a subfamily whose computability power lies in between perfect renaming and(n + 1)-renaming. This
shows that GSB is a “dense” family of natural tasks whose computability power cannot be captured by the renaming
family, which has been used intensively in the past as a paradigm for studying the problem of breaking symmetry.

Interestingly, all members ofF but perfect renaming are asymmetric GSB tasks, namely, distinct output values
have different constraints about the number of processes that can decide that value. This result seems to suggest that
in order to reach some level of agreement, a GSB task has to possess some asymmetry on the output values. Observe
that in symmetric GSB tasks there are two sources of symmetry: one from the processes, which comes from the index
independent requirement on algorithms, and a second sourcethat comes from the symmetry on the output values.

We believe that the GSB family may lead to a better understanding of the notion ofbreaking symmetryin a
distributed system. We see this research as a starting pointof a more systematic study of this problem.

Open problems The are many open problems. The following is just a partial list.

• Is there a GSB task that can solve(n − 1)-set agreement from USD objects and does not belong toF? We
believeF contains all GSB tasks that are capable to solve(n − 1)-set agreement, even if we consider stronger
SQD objects.

• DoesF contain tasks that are incomparable? We conjecture that ifn ≥ 5, F contains a non-small sub-family
of tasks such that every two distinct member are incomparable.

• Consider a taskT ∈ F and letSZZZ be the set containing all tasks thatT can ZZZ-solve, ZZZ∈ {FND, USD,
SOD, SQD}. We have thatSFND ⊆ SUSD ⊆ SSOD ⊆ SSQD. Lemma 6 shows that indeedSSOD ⊆ SUSD,
henceSUSD = SSOD. By Theorem 8, no GSB task can FND-solve(n − 1)-set agreement, henceSFND 6=
SUSD, sinceT can indeed solve(n − 1)-set agreement. IsSUSD 6= SSQD? That is, is there a task thatT can
SQD-solve but cannot USD-solve?

• Is there a symmetric GSB task other than perfect renaming that can USD-solve(n − 1)-set agreement? We
conjecture that the only symmetric GSB task that can solve(n − 1)-set agreement is perfect renaming, even
when considering SQD objects.

• Some of our impossibility results hold for SOD objects. These results depend on Theorem 15 stating that
(n + 1)-renaming does not SOD-solve(n − 1)-set agreement. Extending Theorem 15 to SQD objects would
extend all our impossibility results to SQD objects.

Using a similar idea as in the proof of Theorem 8, one can show that(n+1)-renaming cannot SQD-solve(n−1)-
set agreement, when considering a restricted class of algorithms in which each process uses the same input in
every invocation of an(n + 1)-renaming object; the input of each process can be its index or an intermediate
name obtained from a preprocessing stage. In such a proof, itis enough to consider all executions starting from
a single input configuration in which each(n + 1)-renaming object is replaced with a function that, for each
process, returns a fixed output name in every invocation (here is where the proof uses the assumption about the
algorithms). It is known that it is impossible to achieve(n − 1)-set agreement from only read/write register
starting from a single input configuration, thus reaching a contradiction.

This result implies that all our impossibility result that rely on Theorem 15 (for example, Theorems 17, 28 and
29, or that no member ofF can SOD-solve(n+ 1)-renaming), hold for SQD objects and the restricted class of
algorithms. However, the general case is still open.
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A Modeling Tasks and Algorithms Using Topology

Topology definitions: vertices, simplexes and complexesA simplexσ is a finite set. The elements of a simplex
are itsvertexes. The dimension of a simplexσ is the number of its vertexes minus 1. Ifσ hasn+ 1 vertexes then it is
called ann-simplex. A simplexτ is afaceof σ if τ is a subset ofσ. If τ is not equal toσ thenτ is aproper faceof σ. A
complexK is a set of simplexes, closed under containment. The dimension of a complexK is the maximum dimension
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of its simplexes. A complexK of dimensionn is ann-complex. In what follows we only considern-complexes in
which for every simplexτ , there is ann-simplexτ ′ that containsτ . For a simplexσ, we often denote asσ the complex
containing all faces ofσ (includingσ itself). A complexL is asubcomplexof the complexK if L ⊆ K.

For a domain of inputsI, theinput complexI is an(n− 1)-complex that contains(n− 1)-simplexes (subsets with
n elements) of{1, , . . . , , n} × I, and all their faces, such that no pair of vertexes have the same index, the first entry
of each pair. Anoutput complex, O, over a domainO, is defined similarly. The meaning of a vertex(i, v) of I (resp.
O) is that process with indexi has input (resp. output)v.

Topological definition of a task A taskis a triple〈I,O,△〉, whereI is an input complex,O is an output complex
and△ is a recursive map carrying eachm-simplexσ of I, 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1, to a non-emptym-subcomplex ofO. This
definition has the following interpretation:△(σ) is the set of legal final states in executions where only them + 1
processes inσ participate.

Topological definition of solving a task Every algorithm has an associatedalgorithm complexA, in which each
vertex is labeled with a process id and that process’s final state (itsview). Each simplex thus corresponds to an equiv-
alence class of executions that “look the same” to the processes at its vertexes. The algorithm complex corresponding
to executions starting from an input simplexσ is denotedA(σ).

A vertex mapcarries vertexes of one complex to vertexes of another. Asimplicial mapis a vertex map that
preserves simplexes. LetA be the algorithm complex of an algorithm. The algorithmsolvesa task〈I,O,△〉 if and
only if there exists anid-preservingsimplicial map (i.e., maps vertexes with same id)δ : A → O, called adecision
map, such that for every simplexσ ∈ I, δ(A(σ)) ⊂ △(σ).

B Manifold tasks

Manifold tasks are defined using concepts of combinatorial topology (see Appendix A).
LetK be a complex.K is amanifoldif (1) every simplex belongs to at least onen-simplex, and (2) every(n− 1)-

simplex belong to exactly one or twon-simplexes. Theboundaryof K, denoted∂K, is the subcomplex containing all
(n− 1)-simplexes, an all its faces, that belongs to exactly onen− 1-simplex.

In amanifold taskT = 〈I,O,∆〉, for each inputm-simplexσ ∈ I,∆(σ) is anm-manifold with∂∆(σ) = ∆(∂σ).
Therefore, for each(m− 1)-faceσ′ of σ, ∆(σ′) ⊂ ∂∆(σ), hence for every(m− 1)-simplexτ ∈ ∆(σ′), we have that
τ ∈ ∂∆(σ), and consequently, there is exactly onem-simplex in∆(σ) that containsτ , because∆(σ) is a manifold.
From an operational point of view, this has the following interpretation.

Let p be the unique process inσ \ σ′. Consider an execution in which first the processes inσ′ call (concurrently
or not) an objectX that solvesT . HenceX produces outputs at processes inσ′ (if the invocations are concurrent,
thenX behaves non-deterministically) and accordingly changes its internal state. Thenp calls aloneX (after all
invocations of processes inσ′ have finished). The very definition ofT implies that there is only one valueX can
output atp, according with its internal state andp’s input. As explained above, the valuesX produced at processes
in σ′ correspond to an(m− 1)-simplexτ in ∂∆(σ), and hence there is only onem-simplex in∆(σ) that containsτ ,
which means that there is one valuep can receive fromX that is compatible with the values processes inσ′ received
fromX . Therefore, the very definition of manifold tasks imply thatX is sequentially deterministic (SQD).

C Proof of Lemmas 11 and 12

Lemma 11 ∀n, x :
(

n ≥ 4 ∧ 1 ≤ x ≤ n − 3
)

⇒
(

〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB 9SQD

〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB
)

.

Proof. Suppose there is a wait-free algorithmA that solves〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB from SQD objects that solve
〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB. Consider the setS containing all executions ofA in which only the
n − (x + 1) processespx+2, . . . , pn participate, with identitiesN − (x + 1) − 1, . . . , N (recall that for GSB tasks,
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processes start with distinct identities in[1, .., N ], whereN ≥ 2n − 1). Therefore, in every execution ofS in which
all px+2, . . . , pn decide, they deciden− (x+ 1) distinct values in the range[1, .., n].

Now note that the fact thatA is wait-free and every〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB object inA
is SQD, imply there must exist anE ∈ S such that (1) all processespx+2, . . . , pn decide, (2)px+2, . . . , pn execute
A sequentially in some orderpx1 , . . . , pxn−(x+1)

, i.e., pxi+1 executes computation steps only afterpxi
decides, (3)

every〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB objectX outputsi in its i-th (sequential) invocation, whatever
the input of the invoking process; henceX only outputs values in the range[1, . . . , n− (x+ 1) = n− x− 1].

As already mentioned, inE, processes deciden − (x + 1) distinct values in the range[1, .., n]. Let [z1, .., zx+1]
be the values that no process decides inE. Let S′ be the set containing all executions ofA that are extensions
of E, i.e., p1, . . . , px+1 execute computation steps only afterpx+2, . . . , pn decide inE. Hence in everyE′ ∈
S′ in which all p1, . . . , px+1 decide, they decide distinct values in[z1, .., zx+1]. Essentially,p1, . . . , px+1 solve
〈x+ 1, x+ 1, 1, 1〉-GSB on the space[z1, .., zx+1], with help of SQD objects that solve〈n, n − x, [1, .., 1, x +
1], [1, .., 1, x + 1]〉-GSB. UsingE, we modifyA in order to obtain a read/write-based algorithmB for p1, . . . , px+1

that wait-free solves〈x+ 1, x+ 1, 1, 1〉-GSB, which is not possible.
Processes inB, p1, . . . , px+1, follow the same state machine as inA, respectively, and the initial state of the shared

memory ofB is the state of the shared memory ofA at the end ofE. Also, each〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+1], [1, .., 1, x+
1]〉-GSB objectX in pi’s code,1 ≤ i ≤ x + 1, is replaced with a read/write-based wait-free functionf(·). The tricky
part is that we have to pick a functionf(·) that follows the behavior of〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB
objects inE, namely, each SQD objectX outputsi in i-th sequential invocation,1 ≤ i ≤ n − (x + 1) (note thatX
is not necessarily invokedn − (x + 1) times at the end ofE). In this wayp1, . . . , px+1 cannot distinguish they are
dealing withf(·) and not with a genuine SQD objects that solve〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB. In
the end, each execution ofB corresponds to an execution inS′.

Two more observations. (1) From the specification of〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB and since
SQD objects can behave non-deterministically in presence of concurrency, it follows that for any〈n, n−x, [1, .., 1, x+
1], [1, .., 1, x + 1]〉-GSB objectX , in every extensionE′ of E, X can outputn − x at all processes in concurrent
invocations (because at mostx + 1 processes invokeX in E′ andX can outputn− x at -at most-x + 1 processes).
Moreover, onceX is invoked concurrently inE′, it can outputn − x in every subsequent invocation. And (2) at the
end ofE, we can determine how many times an〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB objectX has been
invoked.6

Consider an〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB objectX in A. InB,X is replaced with the read/write-
based wait-free functionf(·) in Figure 9.#aX andSPX [1, .., x + 1] are associated with the instance off(·) function
that replacesX . #aX is a constant indicating the number of times objectX has been invoked at the end ofE, hence
0 ≤ #aX ≤ n − (x + 1). And SPX [1, .., x + 1] is an(x + 1)-dimensional shared array, which contains a splitter
object (explained below) in each of its entries.

A splitter is a wait-free concurrent object that provides processes with a single operation, denoteddirection(), that
returns a value to the invoking process. The semantics of a splitter is defined by the following properties [47, 50].

• Validity. The value returned bydirection() is right, down or stop.

• Solo execution. If a single process invokesdirection(), only stop can be returned.

• Concurrent execution. If x processes invokedirection(), then:

– At mostx− 1 processes obtain the valueright,

– At mostx− 1 processes obtain the valuedown,

– At most one process obtains the valuestop.

• Termination. If a correct process invokesdirection() it obtains a value.

In [47, 50] it is presented a read/write-based implementation of an splitter that has the property that if an splitter
is invoked sequentially, the first invoking process getsstop and all subsequent invoking processes getright. A

6We can simulate the executionE step by step and then determine the number of times an object was invoked.
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slightly modification to this implementation gives an index-independent splitter in which processes calldirection()
with distinct inputs. Shared arraySPX [1, .., x+1] in f(·), Figure 9, contains instances of the modified splitter algorithm
in [47, 50].

Functionf(·) is simple: eachpi calls in order the splitters inSP until getsstop or right from anSP [k]; if pi gets
stop, then decidesmin(#aX + k, n− x), otherwise it decidesn− x.

% #aX andSPX [1, .., x + 1] are associated with
the function that replaces objectX .
% #aX (a constant) is the number of timesX has been invoked
at the end ofE.
% Each entry ofSPX contains an instance of the read/write-based
splitter algorithm in [50].
function f(vi) is
(01) for ki from 1 to x + 1 do
(02) yi ← SP [ki].direction(vi);
(03) if ( yi = stop) then return(min(#aX + ki, n− x)) end if;
(04) if ( yi = down ) then return(n− x) end if
(05) end for.

Figure 9: Replacing an〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB objectX in A (code forpi).

Clearly,f(·) is wait-free and index-independent. Since0 ≤ #aX ≤ n−(x+1) and due to line 03, a process decides
a value in{1, . . . , n− x}. Also, at mostx + 1 processes deciden− x because at mostx + 1 processes executef(·).
Moreover, as explained above, ifSP [k] is invoked sequentially, the first invoking process getsstop and all subsequent
invoking processes getright, from which follows that iff(·) is invoked sequentiallyi times,1 ≤ i ≤ x + 1, in the
j-th, 1 ≤ j ≤ i, sequential invocation, the invoking processp getsright from SP [1], . . . , [j − 1] andstop from
SP [j]; consequently,p decide#aX + j, only if #aX + j ≤ n − x, otherwise it decidesn − x. Also note that, due
to the splitter specification, in every execution, at most one process can executeSP [x+ 1], which getsstop from the
splitter. We now argue that at most one process decides a value ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n− (x + 1)} (by the specification of
〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB, at most one process can getℓ). If two distinct processes decideℓ, then
both of them decide in line 03, and since#aX is a constant, we conclude that an splitter inSP outputsstop at more
than one process, contradicting its specification.

As already discussed, for processes inB, each replacing functionf(·) behaves as an SQD object that solves
〈n, n− x, [1, .., 1, x+ 1], [1, .., 1, x+ 1]〉-GSB. Therefore, for any executionE′ of B there is an executionE′′ ∈ S
that is the same asE′, and henceB read/write wait-free solves〈x+ 1, x+ 1, 1, 1〉-GSB, contradicting [7, 45].

✷Lemma 11

Lemma 12 ∀n ≥ 4 : 〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB9SQD 〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB.

Proof. The structure of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 11.Suppose there is an algorithmA that solves
〈n, n, 1, 1〉-GSB from SQD objects that solve〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB. LetS be the set containing
all executions ofA in which only then− 2 processesp3, . . . , pn participate, with identitiesN − (n− 1), . . . , N . The
factA is wait-free and every〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB object inA is SQD, imply there must exist
anE ∈ S such that (1) all processesp3, . . . , pn decide, (2)p3, . . . , pn executeA sequentially in some order, and (3)
every〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB objectX outputsi in its i-th (sequential) invocation, whatever the
input of the invoking process; henceX only outputs values in the range[1, . . . , n− 2].

In E, processes deciden − 2 distinct values in the range[1, . . . , n]. Let [z1, z2] be the values that no process
decides inE. Let S′ be the set containing all executions ofA that are extensions ofE. Hence in everyE′ ∈ S′ in
which bothp1, p2 decide, they decide distinct values in[z1, z2]. UsingE, we modifyA in order to obtain a read/write-
based algorithmB for p1, p2 that read/write wait-free solves〈2, 2, 1, 1〉-GSB, which is not possible. As in the proof
of Lemma 11, processesp1, p2 in B follow the same state machine as inA, and the initial state of the shared memory
of B is the state of the shared memory ofA at the end ofE. Also, each〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB
objectX in pi’s code,1 ≤ i ≤ 2, is replaced with a read/write-based wait-free functionf(·). We will pick a function
f(·) that follows the behavior of SQD objects inE, namely, each such an object outputsi in i-th sequential invocation,
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1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. In this wayp1, p2 cannot distinguish they are dealing withf(·) and not with a genuine SQD objects
that solve〈n, n+ 1, [1, 1, 0, .., 0], [1, 1, 1, .., 1]〉-GSB. In the end, each execution ofB corresponds to an execution in
S′.

Consider an SQD objectX of A and let#aX be a constant indicating the number of timesX has been invoke at
the end ofE. Recall that0 ≤ #aX ≤ n− 2 andX outputs values smaller than or equal to#aX in E. LetSPX be an
instance of the read/write-based splitter algorithm in [47, 50]. In the functionf(·) that replacesX in B, each processp
first callsSPX and then decides as follows, according to the value,yi, it gets fromSPX : if yi = stop, thenp decides
#aX + 1, if yi = right, thenp decides#aX + 2, if yi = down, thenp decides#aX + 3.

By the specification ofSPX , p1 andp2 cannot decides the same value inf(·). Moreover, in sequential invocations
of f(·), the invoking process in the first invocation decides#aX + 1, and the other one decide#aX + 2, since, as
explained in the proof of Lemma 11, ifSPX is invoked sequentially, the first invoking process getsstop and all
subsequent invoking processes getright.

The observations above imply that for any executionE′ of B there is an executionE′′ ∈ S that is the same asE′,
and hence, using only read/write operations,B wait-free solves〈2, 2, 1, 1〉-GSB, contradicting [7, 45]. ✷Lemma 12

D An Implementation of the Splitter Abstraction

The elegant and simple algorithm described in Figure 10 implements a splitter [47, 50]. The internal state of a splitter
SP is represented by two atomic multi-writer/multi-reader (nWnR) atomic registers:LAST that can contain a process
old name, and is initialized to any value, and a BooleanCLOSED initialized tofalse .

operation SP .direction(vi):
(01) LAST ← vi;
(02) if (CLOSED)
(03) then return(right)
(04) else CLOSED ← true;
(05) if (LAST = vi)
(06) then return(stop)
(07) else return(down)
(08) end if
(09) end if.

Figure 10: A wait-free implementation of a splitter object (code forpi) [47, 50].

When a processpi invokesSP .direction() it first writes its name in the atomic registerLAST (line 01). Then it
checks if the “door” is open (line 02). If it has been closed byanother process it returnsright (line 03). Otherwise,pi
closes the door, which can be closed by several processes, (line 04) and then checks if it was the last process to invoke
the operation (line 05). If this is the case it returnsstop; otherwise it returnsdown.
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